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ABSTRACT 

 

An algorithm was designed to improve the efficiency of a finite element slope stability program. 

The finite element software currently uses a bisectional algorithm to arrive at a factor of safety. However, 

several inefficiencies have been identified in the bisectional algorithm as it is applied to slope stability 

analysis. Among them are the high computational costs of failing to converge. Several algorithms were 

proposed to address these inefficiencies, and through optimization and verification, the most efficient of 

the proposed algorithms has been selected. The Farnsworth-Griffiths Adaptive (FG-Adaptive) algorithm 

adjusts the size of step it takes in the strength reduction factor based on the number of iterations it takes 

for the model to converge. This leads to fewer SRF trials and ultimately to faster solutions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

HISTORY OF THE SLOPE STABILITY PROBLEM 

The slope stability problem is one of the oldest in geotechnical engineering (Abramson et al., 

2001). The objective is to determine the safety of a slope; either a natural slope to determine landslide 

potential, or a manmade slope to determine design slope grades. Engineers quantify the safety of a slope 

using a factor of safety, which is the ratio between the strength of the slope and its load. 

1.1 Classical Solution Methods 

Methods of solving the slope stability problem can be classified into four categories: analytical 

methods, charts, methods of slices, and the finite element method (Griffiths, 2015; lecture 16, p 1-3). 

1.1.1 Analytical Methods 

Slope stability analysis begins with the simplest element with the simplest loading and boundary 

conditions. That is the analysis of uniform soils on an infinite slope. An element can be selected from the 

slope and analyzed for gravity loads and shear resistance. The factor of safety can be calculated from the 

force and load balance (e.g. McCarthy, 2007). The analytical method is sufficient for simple natural 

slopes with an obvious failure plane such as a weak rock layer, but this method cannot accommodate 

more sophisticated problems. 

1.1.2 Charts 

Slope stability charts were first published by Taylor (1937). The Taylor charts assume a circular 

or log-spiral failure surface and pre-calculate the lowest factor of safety (Griffiths, 2015; lecture 17, p 1). 

With a few input parameters, the slope’s factor of safety can be found right off the chart. Following 

Taylor, other charts were presented by various authors such as Bishop and Morgenstern (1960), 

Morgenstern (1963), and Spencer (1967). (Huang, 2014) Charts allow for quick calculation of the factor 

of safety. The pre-calculated nature of charts presents a drawback: that a chart can only be used for a very 

specific type of slope. Factors of safety cannot be found for slopes that differ in geometry or geology 

from the reference slope used in creating the chart. 

1.1.3 Method of Slices 

Fellenius (1936) introduced a generalized solution to the slope stability problem called the 

method of slices (Matthews et al., 2014). The method of slices assumes a failure surface (circular or non-

circular) and subdivides the region above the failure surface (the failed region) into vertical slices. The 
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weight, pressures, and stresses are calculated for each slice and then the slices are summed up to calculate 

the total load and the total resistance of the slope. The method of slices is usually repeated with various 

failure surfaces and the surface which produces the minimum factor of safety is considered the governing 

failure shape. While this method is significantly more powerful than the analytical and chart lookup 

methods, like the other two methods it assumes the shape of the failure surface. If the assumption of shape 

or location of the failure plane is incorrect, it can have a dramatic effect on the accuracy and reliability of 

the results. 

1.2 Solution Using the Finite Element Method 

The finite element method has been long used in material strength analysis. Griffiths and Lane 

(1999) proposed the use of the finite element method to solve the slope stability problem. 

1.2.1 Finite Element Theory 

The proposed model was constructed from 8-node quadrilateral finite elements. Elements are 

assigned soil properties such as the effective cohesion and friction angle. These properties factor into the 

stiffness and failure criteria of each element. After being loaded under gravity, stresses in each element 

are compared with the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion to find locations that have yielded. “Yielding 

stresses are redistributed throughout the mesh utilizing the visco-plastic algorithm” (Griffiths and Lane, 

1999; p3) 

To calculate a factor of safety, the parameters of the Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope are adjusted 

by a strength reduction factor (SRF) as follows: 

 

tan tan 
 

(e.g. Zienkiewicz et al. 1975, Griffiths 1980, Matsui and San, 1992). An SRF value larger than one 

decreases the strength of the soils, while an SRF value smaller than one increases the strength. The first 

published source code to perform finite element slope stability analysis was presented in the second 

edition of Smith and Griffiths (1988). 

The objective of the model presented by Griffiths and Lane is to determine the smallest SRF that 

will cause the slope to fail. While failure can be defined many ways, the model uses non-convergence as a 

suitable test for slope failure. Non-convergence occurs when the soil has been weakened so much that it is 

unable to simultaneously satisfy global equilibrium and the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. The SRF at 

the point of failure is the factor of safety for the slope (Griffiths, 1980). 
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The model uses a marching bisectional algorithm to determine the smallest non-convergent SRF. 

The model begins with a SRF of 0.5, and advances the SRF by 0.5 until it fails to converge. A model is 

considered non-convergent when the iteration limit (which is given as input) is reached. The marching 

portion of the algorithm has completed its work and the bisectional portion takes over. The span between 

the highest convergent SRF and the lowest non-convergent SRF is bisected again and again with another 

trial SRF. Until the difference between the convergent and non-convergent strength reduction factors is 

smaller than the tolerance in the factor of safety. 

1.2.2 Reasons for Using Finite Elements 

Griffiths and Lane (1999) summarized the advantages of the finite element method over classical 

methods: 

1. The finite element method does not depend on any a priori assumptions as to the shape or 

location of the failure plane. 

2. There is no need for assumptions regarding side forces. 

3. The finite element method can supply information about slope deformation before failure, such as 

deformations under design loads. 

4. The finite element method can track progressive failure. 

1.2.3 Comparison with Classical Methods 

The finite element method has been validated by several sources (e.g. Griffiths and Lane, 1999, 

RocScience, 2004, Hammah et al., 2005). These sources are publicly available for examination. 

Additional comparisons are provided in the case studies in Chapter 4. It is important to note that while the 

finite element method shows close agreement with the limit-equilibrium method for many slopes, it 

produces results on other slopes that are significantly lower than the factor of safety predicted by the 

limit-equilibrium method. These discrepancies are typically associated with an assumption made in the 

limit equilibrium method regarding the shape or location of the failure plane that is incorrect. For 

example, Griffiths and Lane (1999) presented a slope with a shallow foundation (D = 1.5) that, using the 

finite element method, produced a factor of safety of 1.4. Bishop and Morgenstern (1960) suggested a 

possible factor of safety of 1.752 when D = 1.5, which is significantly higher than the finite element 

method. If the case where the foundation was ignored (i.e. D = 1.0) were not checked, it would not be 

discovered that it produces a much lower factor of safety at 1.380, which essentially agrees with the finite 

element method. By not checking the second failure mechanism, a slope might be designed that could 

become unstable under design loads. Griffiths and Lane used two additional limit-equilibrium methods to 
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verify the factor of safety and determined that both methods agreed closely with the finite element 

method, though one method needed the slip circle to be forced through the toe of the slope to obtain the 

correct solution. 

It can be concluded that the assumption of shape or location of failure has a significant effect on 

the calculated factor of safety. A wrong assumption could produce a dramatically overestimated factor of 

safety and lead to insufficient slope design. By removing all assumptions of shape and location of failure, 

the finite element method is able to be more reliable in its factor of safety calculations than its limit 

equilibrium counterpart. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ALGORITHMS 

The focus of this research is the development of an improved algorithm for slope stability 

analysis using the finite element method. It is therefore of interest to review the fundamentals of 

algorithm design, 

2.1 Background on Algorithms 

At its most fundamental level, an algorithm is “any well-defined computational procedure that 

takes some value, or set of values, as input and produces some value, or set of values, as output.” 

(Cormen et al., 2001; p10). In the application of the slope stability problem, the algorithm of interest for 

this research takes a slope geometry, groundwater conditions, and material properties, the finite element 

simulator, and some control parameters as input, and produces the factor of safety of the slope as output. 

It works by using some computational procedure to adjust the slope stability scenario as described in 

Section 1.2.1 using a Strength Reduction Factor. It then passes the scenario through the finite element 

simulator, and then uses the output from the simulator to select a new Strength Reduction Factor. 

Algorithms can be classified into three categories: exact algorithms, heuristic algorithms, and 

approximate algorithms (Shakhlevich, 2004). Exact algorithms, as their name implies, solve for the exact 

optimal solution. When dealing with discrete data such as a list of words to alphabetize, exact algorithms 

can be either direct or iterative. For example, the well-known algorithm for determining the y-value of a 

straight line from its x-value is  where m and b are control parameters for the algorithm, x is 

the input, and y is the output. When determining the y-values for a discrete set of x inputs, this algorithm 

computes the y-value directly. But if a list of items needs to be sorted, the solving algorithm is likely to be 

iterative. It is still an exact algorithm, since the output of the sorting algorithm is the optimal solution and 

no better solution exists. However, when dealing with continuous data, only direct solutions can be exact. 

Take the example of solving a linear system of equations. Gaussian Elimination is a direct method, and 

solves the system exactly (assuming a solution exists, and that rounding/truncation error is negligible). 

Using forward and backward substitution, the Gaussian Elimination method can isolate each variable 

without any initial guesses or convergence tolerance. The Method of Successive Over-relaxation is an 

iterative solver that uses an initial guess for each variable, an over-relaxation parameter, and a 

convergence tolerance to solve the system. The solution produced is correct within the specified 

tolerance, but is not exact (e.g. Griffiths and Smith, 2006). 
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Heuristic algorithms make a trade-off of accuracy for computational speed (Williamson and 

Shmoys, 2011). Regression curves are a common example of heuristic algorithms. Given an experimental 

dataset, a line can be fitted to create a function-defined approximation of the input-output relationship of 

the data. This curve will produce an approximate output for any input, but there is no guarantee that the 

predicted output is actually representative of the true behavior of the system. Empirical methods are 

employed to measure the quality of the algorithm in capturing the behavior of the system, but there is no 

control in the algorithm itself to ensure such accuracy. A more relevant example of a heuristic algorithm 

is the Finite Element Method itself. There are a multitude of studies that show the excellent performance 

of the Finite Element Method in predicting the Factor of Safety for slopes. (e.g. Griffiths and Lane, 1999, 

RocScience, 2004, Hammah et al.) However, there is no guarantee inherent in the Finite Element Method 

that any one problem will be solved to within a specified tolerance of the true solution. In this respect, the 

Finite Element Method is also a great example of a heuristic algorithm in that is demonstrates that many 

heuristic algorithms have excellent, reliable performance given a well-posed input problem. On the other 

hand, many numerical integration algorithms produce wildly varied results depending on the ability of the 

algorithm to reproduce the curvature of the integrating function (e.g. Griffiths and Smith, 2006). 

Approximate algorithms have been introduced to address the uncertainties inherent in algorithms 

such as numerical integration. Approximate algorithms are like heuristic algorithms in that they trade off 

accuracy for computational speed, but they differ from heuristic algorithms in that they control how much 

accuracy they trade off (Williamson and Shmoys, 2011). This is most often accomplished using a guess-

and-check scheme, more formally known as recursive or iterative solution techniques. In the case of 

numerical integration, a method such as a Repeated Gauss-Legendre Rule can be made into an 

approximate algorithm by recursively subdividing each Gauss-Legendre interval and recalculating until 

the computed integral changes by less than a specified tolerance between consecutive iterations. 

The calculation of a slope’s Factor of Safety falls within this category of approximate algorithms. 

Guesses are made of the Strength Reduction Factor until it the Factor of Safety is known within a 

specified tolerance. There are a multitude of possible algorithms to calculate the Factor of Safety, each 

algorithm with a varying degree of stability and efficiency. It is highly important that any algorithm used 

for determining the Factor of Safety be fully stable in design since the input scenarios can be vary 

significantly. To ensure the stability of this algorithm, we will employ the use of the Intermediate Value 

Theorem. The Intermediate Value Theorem shows that, given a function that is continuous over the 

interval [a,b] with   and  , that any number between  and  is crossed at least once 

by the function within the interval [a,b] (Datta, 2011). In practical use, this theorem means that a stable 

algorithm will capture the Factor of Safety within a bounded region and will reduce the region until it 

falls within the specified tolerance. These are called bounded root algorithms (Galassi et al., 2013). 
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The goal of this research is to improve the efficiency of the algorithm used for determining the 

Factor of Safety of a slope. In efforts to improve the efficiency, it is important to not compromise the 

stability of the algorithm. Therefore, all algorithms considered will be bounded-root algorithms, which as 

previously discussed, are fully stable assuming a continuous iteration-SRF curve. Within that condition, 

efficient algorithm design is dependent mostly upon taking advantage of prior knowledge of the 

characteristics of the iteration-SRF curve. 

2.2 Current Algorithm 

The algorithm used in the original slope stability software proposed by Griffiths and Lane (1999) 

is a bisectional algorithm. The algorithm is fully described in Section 3.2.1, and a brief summary will be 

provided here.  

 The bisectional algorithm begins with a marching scheme to locate and bound the factor of 

safety. This is done by increasing the Strength Reduction Factor by a predetermined interval and testing 

the model for convergence. Once the model fails to converge, then the bisection part of the algorithm 

takes over. Instead of marching forward, new Strength Reduction Factor samples are selected from half 

way between the highest convergent and the lowest non-convergent Strength Reduction Factors. Once an 

interval is found that is within the SRF tolerance, the model is completed. 

2.2.1 Bisectional Algorithm Performance in Solver 

The bisectional algorithm is the best choice as a solver for problems that are solved blindly; that 

is, when the user has no foreknowledge of the characteristics of the problems solution. This is because the 

choice to sample the center of the bounded range includes no assumption about which side of the center 

the true answer is. Both the lower and upper subdivided ranges are the same size, so there is no bias on 

any of the bounded range. In brief, the bisectional algorithm stands an equal chance of solving the 

problem no matter where in the bounded range the true solution lies. 

The strength of the bisectional algorithm in its bias neutrality is also its main limitation. While it 

is wise to select an algorithm that avoids bias against the solution to the problem, it is also wise to 

promote bias towards the true solution. Consider the following example: a number is chosen between 1 

and 20 inclusive. An algorithm is design to find the number chosen. Suppose that some information about 

the selection process is known, and it is known that lower numbers are chosen most often. 

Three algorithms could be proposed: the bisectional algorithm, the forward marching algorithm, 

and the backward marching algorithm. As seen from Figure 2.1, the bisectional algorithm performs well 

with no bias, and solves after six samples. The forward marching algorithm takes advantage of the 

knowledge that numbers are typically selected from the lower end of the range, and is biased towards the 

lower numbers. The problem is solved in three samples: twice the efficiency of the bisectional algorithm.  
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of algorithm bias. The bisectional algorithm has no bias, while the forward and 

backward marching algorithms have bias towards lower and higher numbers, respectively. 
 

The backward marching algorithm opposes the known information, and is biased towards the higher 

numbers. Coincidentally, the problem solves after seventeen samples: almost one third of the efficiency of 

the bisectional algorithm. In the same manner as this example, the slope stability software can be 

improved by taking advantage of known information about the problem characteristics. 

2.2.2 Analysis of Inefficiencies in Current Software 

Two major inefficiencies were found using the bisectional algorithm. The first is the amount of 

time spent in the non-convergent range, and the second is the small SRF steps in the fully elastic range. 

2.2.2.1 Too Much Time Spent in Non-Convergent Range 

The finite element software uses a non-linear solver to compute the displacement vector of the 

element nodes. The non-linear solver uses an iterative technique to converge on a deformed slope shape. 

If the iteration ceiling is reached, it suggests that the matrix does not have a physical solution and thus we 

enter the non-convergent range. One important property of the non-linear solver is that each individual 

iteration within the solver, involving just forward and back-substitutions, requires approximately the same 

amount of time and computer resources as any other iteration. Practically, this means that more iterations 

before convergence requires more time, and that non-convergent samples take the most time to calculate. 
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Since the bisectional algorithm does not distinguish between samples that are solved in two 

iterations and samples that reach the iteration ceiling, it neither avoids the non-convergent range nor 

favors the convergent range. The result is perhaps more time than is necessary spent in the non-

convergent range where Strength Reduction Factor trials take longer to compute. A well-designed 

algorithm for this software would address this issue by minimizing the number of samples taken in the 

non-convergent range. 

2.2.2.2 Small SRF Steps in the Elastic Range 

Within the convergent range of the finite element slope stability method, there are two regimes. 

The first is the elastic regime where no element in the model is loaded past the yield strength. The second 

is the plastic regime, where individual elements undergo plastic deformation, but where surrounding 

elements are able to take the added load and prevent global failure. If all elements along the slip plane 

underwent plastic deformation, then the model would enter the non-convergent plane. 

Since the elastic regime is comprised of only elastic deformations, and since elastic deformation 

is governed by a linear equation, the solver is very efficient at solving problems in the elastic regime, 

reaching convergence in one iteration and detecting convergence in two. More important to algorithm 

design is the fact that slopes tend to have a sizeable plastic regime, so trial Strength Reduction Factors in 

the elastic regime are buffered from the non-convergent range. In essence, we can afford to use a larger 

SRF advancing step in the elastic regime than in the plastic regime. While less important than avoiding 

the non-convergent range, a well-designed algorithm would be able to use larger advancing steps in the 

elastic regime than in the plastic regime. 

2.3 Development of a New Algorithm 

This section explores the development of the algorithms presented for incorporation to the slope 

stability software. The algorithms in this section are presented in the same order that they were considered 

for use by the author. Many of them were rejected after initial testing and thus do not appear in the 

parameter optimization or final program development sections. 

2.3.1 Curve Fitting 

The first breed of algorithms proposed fall into the class of curve-fitting algorithms. These 

algorithms assume a shape of the modeled function and adjust parameters to match the shape of the model 

as best as possible. While all of the curve-fitting algorithms presented in this research are also bounded 

root algorithms, the main focus of these algorithms is the curve-fitting aspect. 
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2.3.1.1 Linear Fit 

The linear fitting interpolation technique employs the assumption that the model is linear between two 

sampled points. In the slope stability application, a line is drawn between the highest convergent value of 

the strength reduction factor and the lowest non-convergent value, and the point at which the line crosses 

the iteration ceiling minus one, is the sample point. The unit subtraction from the iteration ceiling is 

meant to address the fact that the number of iterations in the lowest non-convergent value is the iteration 

ceiling, so without the subtraction the model would sample the same point indefinitely. An example 

operation of the linear fit algorithm is given in Figure 2.2. 

 

 
Figure 2.2: Visualization of the linear fit algorithm. The lighter blue lines are the earlier steps of 

calculation sequence. 
 

In the figure, the linear fit algorithm is depicted by a series of blue lines, with the earlier trials 

being shaded brighter than the later trials. This example reveals an obvious failure in the algorithm. 

Because the number of iterations to convergence is clipped to the iteration ceiling, the linear fit algorithm 

spends nearly all of its time in the non-convergent range, which is exactly what was being avoided. An 

algorithm was needed that could account for the inflection point at the iteration ceiling. 
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2.3.1.2 Quadratic Fit 

The quadratic fit algorithm was created to address the curvature needs of the solver as previously 

discussed. It is similar to the linear fit algorithm, except that it assumes a parabolic model shape. It begins 

by sampling the midpoint between the maximum convergent value and the minimum non-convergent 

value. With three sample points, the algorithm can now determine the parameters to define a parabola that 

passes through the three points. The point at which the parabola passes the iteration ceiling minus one 

becomes the next sample point, and depending on whether the new sample point was convergent or non-

convergent, the lowest or the highest of the original three points is dropped and replaced with the new 

sample point. Figure 2.3 gives an example of this process. 

 

 
Figure 2.3: Visualization of the quadratic fit algorithm. The lighter blue lines are the earlier steps of 

calculation sequence. 
 

The quadratic fit algorithm shows improved results against the linear fit algorithm, but it still 

samples mostly in the non-convergent range. The main problem encountered is that iteration ceiling 

provides a sharp inflection point, to the extent that the iteration curve becomes non-continuous. It proves 

inefficient to model a function with infinite curvature using an algorithm that has finite curvature. It can 

be concluded that an efficient algorithm does not model the shape of the failure point, but perhaps the 

shape of the convergent range. 
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2.3.1.3 Generalized Curve Fitting Algorithms 

An attempt was made to design an algorithm that could predict the factor of safety by sampling 

the plastic regime of the model’s convergent range. If a generalized function could be found that 

describes the approximate shape of the plastic regime, then a few points could be sampled to determine 

approximately where the factor of safety will be. 

 

 
Figure 2.4: Iteration curves for 1000 slopes. The Strength Reduction Factor was normalized to be zero at 
an SRF of 0.1 and one at the slope’s factor of safety. The iteration curves are widely varied and do not 

follow a single curve shape. 
 

It was found, however, that different scenarios followed non-conforming iteration curves. Figure 

2.4 shows the iteration curves for the 1000 scenarios used in Section 3.1.1. The strength reduction factor 

has been normalized such that a normalized strength reduction factor of one is the boundary between the 

convergent and non-convergent range for a scenario, and a value of zero is the minimum strength 

reduction factor tested, which was 0.1. 
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With such a wide variety of shapes, it would be overwhelmingly difficult if not impossible to 

construct a single function to describe the behavior of every curve that could be constructed. It was 

therefore decided to abandon the curve-fitting algorithms and use a more generic design to construct the 

finite element slope stability solver. 

2.3.2 Bounded Root Algorithms 

Bounded root algorithms were briefly described in Section 2.1. They work by subdividing a range 

that bounds the targeted value until the range is smaller or equal to the tolerance. They are called bounded 

root algorithms because the typical application is in finding roots of polynomials or other functions. The 

application of slope stability analysis, however, uses a target value of the iteration ceiling for the upper 

bound and anything less than the iteration ceiling for the lower bound. The bisectional algorithm 

implemented in the current software falls into this category, as do the weighted bisectional and FG-

Adaptive algorithms. 

2.3.2.1 Weighted Bisectional Algorithm 

As was discussed in Section 2.2.2.1, the bisectional algorithm is unable to avoid the non-

convergent range or to favor the convergent range. To help balance the algorithm, a weighting factor was 

introduced. The weighting factor adjusts the location of the subdividing sample point so that is may not 

be exactly in the middle of the bounded range. More information about the operation of the algorithm is 

available in Section 3.2.2. 

The mechanism by which the weighting factor improves the performance of the weighted 

bisectional algorithm can be summarized using the following example. Instead of an elastic and plastic 

regime, suppose that the model’s convergent range consisted only of an elastic regime. This would mean 

that strength reduction factors below the factor of safety would all converge in two iterations, and strength 

reduction factors above the factor of safety would reach the iteration ceiling. If this were the case, it is 

easily discernable that the convergent range is so cheap in calculating as to be nearly negligible in time 

and computer resource usage. It would be an obvious advantage to favor the convergent range over the 

non-convergent range. In fact, it would be so much an advantage that the optimal weighting factor would 

produce samples that are within the tolerance value so that the non-convergent range does not have to be 

sampled more than once. 

In the actual finite element model, the plastic range creates somewhat of a gradient between two 

iterations and the iteration ceiling. So there is a weighting factor that is somewhere between zero and one 

that reaches the optimal balance between fewer non-convergent samples and oversampling the convergent 

range. Beginning in Chapter 3, this algorithm will be tested and validated for improved efficiency. 
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2.3.2.2 FG-Adaptive Algorithm 

The FG-Adaptive Algorithm is an adaptation of the weighted bisectional algorithm that addresses 

the step size challenge discussed in Section 2.2.2.2. The mechanics of the algorithm are describes in 

Sections 3.2.3 and 3.4.1.3. In brief, the FG-Adaptive Algorithm uses adaptive stepping to increase the 

step size in the elastic regime and reduce the step size in the upper plastic regime.  

The reduction of the step size is determined by the kernel, which is a function of the number of 

iterations to convergence and the iteration ceiling. On a conceptual level, reducing the strength reduction 

factor advancement step size can be compared to a vehicle stopping at a stop sign. As the vehicle 

approaches the stop sign, the driver observes the upcoming sign and begins to apply the brake, thereby 

reducing the speed of the vehicle. While slowing, the driver continuously reevaluates the effect of the 

brake on the speed of the vehicle, as well as the remaining distance to the stop sign. The vehicle 

eventually comes to a stop immediately in front of the stop sign. In the same manner, the FG-Adaptive 

algorithm detects the upcoming non-convergent range and reduces the step size in an attempt to capture 

the factor of safety with as little overshooting and bisecting as possible. As with the weighted bisectional 

algorithm, the FG-Adaptive Algorithm will be tested and validated beginning in Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DETERMINING ALGORITHM PARAMETERS AND MEASURING EFFICIENCY 

As with the numerical model itself, the various algorithms considered for implementation must 

first be calibrated and then tested and validated to ensure that improved performance has been reached. 

The calibration was carried out using a batch of test scenarios. 

3.1 Test Scenarios 

A test dataset of 1000 slope scenarios was created to compare the performance of the FG-

Adaptive algorithm against the original bisectional algorithm, and to optimize the performance of the FG-

Adaptive algorithm. 

3.1.1 1000 Randomly Generated Scenarios 

A large dataset was desired for testing and optimization for the following reasons. First, the use of 

a large dataset in optimization allows for good overall performance of the algorithm across a wide range 

of slopes, rather than optimizing for a single slope and having poor performance otherwise. Second, a 

large dataset allows for the gauging of algorithm sensitivity to scenario variations. A good performance 

with little variation among scenarios suggests a stable and efficient algorithm, while large variations in 

performance among the different scenarios might suggest instability and conditional improvements in 

program performance. 

The dataset was created using random input parameters for each scenario. Scenarios varied in 

their physical dimensions, mesh fineness, soil properties, drained or undrained condition, soil distribution, 

and model parameters as shown in Table 3.1. The random parameters and their allowable ranges were 

designed to capture a wide variety of slopes while limiting the number of unrealistic scenarios. 

These 1000 slope scenarios would eventually be run through a Monte Carlo simulator to optimize 

the algorithm parameters. This optimization simulator will be described in detail hereafter. There existed 

a strong probability that upwards of one million Monte Carlo simulations would be run for each slope 

scenario to perform adequate optimization on the algorithms. Supposing that 1000 slope simulations 

needed to be run under different algorithm parameters one million times each, one could easily see that 

one billion simulations must be run altogether. Considering that the average scenario took about 15 

minutes to solve on a standard desktop computer, it would take on the order of 28,000 years to solve all 

simulations (which would make for a delayed thesis completion indeed). 
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Table 3.1: Optimization parameters for each algorithm, and parameter optimization ranges. 

Bisectional Algorithm 
Parameter Symbol Minimum Maximum 

Initial SRF Value  0.1 0.5 
Step Size 0.1 1 

Weighted Bisectional Algorithm 
Parameter Symbol Minimum Maximum 

Initial SRF Value  0.1 0.5 
Step Size 0.1 1 

Bisection Weighting Parameter 0.01 0.99 
FG-Adaptive Algorithm (Function Parameterization) 

Parameter Symbol Minimum Maximum 
Initial SRF Value 0.1 0.5 

Step Size  0.1 1 
Bisection Weighting Parameter 0.01 0.99 
Iteration Curvature Parameter 0.1 10 

FG-Adaptive Algorithm (Piecewise Parameterization) 
Parameter Symbol Minimum Maximum 

Initial SRF Value 0.1 0.5 
Step Size 0.1 1 

Bisection Weighting Parameter  0.01 0.99 
Piecewise Step Parameters (0-99) 0 1 

 

 

An alternative to 28,000-years of research is to determine the number of iterations and the 

maximum nodal displacement for all SRF’s between 0.10 and 5.00 in increments of 0.01 to generate an 

iteration curve for each scenario. An example of such a curve is given in Figure 3.1. Once the curves are 

created for each scenario, the Monte Carlo optimization can be accomplished in a fraction of the time by 

estimating the number of iterations to convergence or the maximum nodal displacement for any SRF. 

This is done by looking up the values off of the iteration curve. 

After generating the iteration curves for each scenario, the curves were checked for unrealistic 

scenarios. For the purposes of this thesis, an unrealistic scenario is one that fails to converge before a SRF 

of 0.30 is reached, or a scenario that fails to converge after a SRF of 5.00 is reached. In one case the slope 

is too unstable to be considered well-posed, and in the other the slope is too stable to be well-posed. Of 

the 1000 scenarios, 362 were rejected because they were ill-posed, leaving 638 scenarios to be included in 

the algorithm testing and optimization. 

3.1.2 Subsets of Interest 

The random scenarios were created with particular attention to the following subsets. These 

subsets were identified to delineate groups of slopes that might behave similarly. If the slopes in these 

groups show like behavior, then the algorithm could be tuned specifically for that class of problem. 
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Figure 3.1: Typical iteration curve. The iteration curve has a sharp increase of iterations to convergence 

starting with a Strength Reduction Factor of 4.0. 
 

3.1.2.1 Shallow Slope (Constructed Slopes) 

Shallow scenarios have a slope between 0.2 and 1.0. This class is meant to represent engineered, 

or constructed slopes such as those in channels or along roadways. Of the 638 well-posed scenarios, 298 

were shallow slope scenarios. 

3.1.2.2 Steep Slopes (Natural Slopes) 

Steep scenarios have a slope between 1.0 and 5.0. This class represents natural slopes such as 

mountainsides and faults. There were 340 well-posed steep slope scenarios. 

3.1.2.3 Undrained Slopes 

Undrained slopes are a particular interest in slope stability analysis because they represent the 

transient aspect of slope loads. An undrained condition usually occurs when a clay soil is loaded suddenly 

and water is not given time to escape the soil. The result is changes in water pressure in the soil (Duncan 
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and Wright, 2005). Undrained slopes are modeled with a friction angle, phi, equal to zero. There were 300 

well-posed undrained scenarios. 

3.1.2.4 Drained Slopes 

Drained slopes capture the steady-state aspect of slope stability. In clay, once the water has time 

to drain its excess pressure, it enters a drained condition. Sands and gravels do not typically enter an 

undrained condition. There were 338 well-posed drained scenarios. 

3.1.2.5 Homogenous Slopes 

Homogeneous slopes have no spatial variability in soil properties. This makes their failure mode 

and shape more predictable than heterogeneous slopes. There were 214 well-posed homogeneous slope 

scenarios. 

3.1.2.6 Layered Slopes 

In this analysis, layered slopes refer specifically to horizontally layered slopes. Each slope was 

modeled with somewhere between 2 and 7 (inclusive) layers. There were 196 well-posed layered slope 

scenarios. 

3.1.2.7 Randomly Distributed Slopes 

Randomly distributed slopes were meant to test the robustness of each algorithm. Since these 

behave the least predictably of all the slopes, they were meant to represent the most difficult problems for 

these algorithms to solve. There were 228 well-posed randomly distributed slope scenarios. 

3.2 Algorithms Tested 

As a discussion on the calibration of several algorithms begins, it is fitting that the behavior of 

each algorithm be explicitly described to better illustrate the need for calibration in the first place. These 

include the Bisectional, Weighted Bisectional, and the FG-Adaptive algorithms. 

3.2.1 Bisectional 

The bisectional algorithm is currently deployed in the Finite Element Slope Stability model. It is 

tested to provide a reference for the other tested algorithms. The model starts at , where  is 

the first trial strength reduction factor. The algorithm then advances the strength reduction factor as 

follows: 

 

Where  is the standard step size for advancing the strength reduction factor. Once non-

convergence is reached, the algorithm switches to the following formula: 
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2  

Where  is the lowest non-convergent solution (the upper bound of the factor of safety) and  is 

the highest convergent solution (the lower bound of the factor of safety). The model completes once 

 is smaller than the tolerance specified as an input to the model.  

3.2.2 Weighted Bisectional 

The weighted bisectional algorithm is a slight variation on the current bisectional algorithm. This 

algorithm is included to test the performance improvements available without designing an algorithm 

custom to the slope stability application. It will enable the author to measure the improvements of the FG-

Adaptive Algorithm above commonly used accelerators. 

The weighted bisectional algorithm is similar to the bisectional algorithm. Like the bisectional 

algorithm, the weighted bisectional algorithm begins at  

, where  is the first trial strength reduction factor. Also the same is the method for 

advancing the strength reduction factor: 

 

Where  is the standard step size for advancing the strength reduction factor. However, once 

non-convergence is reached, the algorithm switches to a different formula: 

 

Where  is the lowest non-convergent solution (the upper bound of the factor of safety),  is the 

highest convergent solution (the lower bound of the factor of safety), and  is the weighting factor for 

the model. The model completes once  is smaller than the tolerance specified as an input to the 

model. 

3.2.3 FG-Adaptive (Function Parameterization) 

The FG-Adaptive Algorithm is designed specifically for use in the Finite Element Slope Stability 

model. Like the bisectional and weighted bisectional algorithms, this algorithm begins at , 

where  is the first trial strength reduction factor. A standard step size  is defined for 

advancing the strength reduction factor, but the algorithm reduces the actual step taken as the 

number of iterations to convergence increases, so that , ,  

Where  is the number of iterations to convergence and  is the iteration ceiling. For the 

function parameterization of the FG-Adaptive Algorithm, , ,  is: 
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, , 1 log log  

If , ,  evaluates to a value smaller than one half the tolerance then one half the 

tolerance is used. 

In the event that the model fails to converge, the algorithm uses the following formulas: 

  , ,  

Where  is the weighting factor for the model and  is the highest convergent solution (the 

lower bound of the factor of safety). Once  is reduced, it remains at its reduced value until either the 

model completes or until it is further reduced. Unlike the bisectional and weighted bisectional algorithms, 

the FG-Adaptive Algorithm uses the first equation as often as convergence is reached for a given strength 

reduction factor, even if it is after non-convergence is reached for the first time. 

The model completes once  is smaller than the tolerance specified as an input to the model. 

3.2.4 FG-Adaptive (Piecewise Parameterization) 

The piecewise parameterization of the FG-Adaptive Algorithm is identical to the function 

parameterization, except that , ,  is more generally defined than in the function 

parameterization: 

, , ;   log log  

Where  is the number of iterations to convergence,  is the iteration ceiling,  is the 

standard step size for advancing the strength reduction factor, and  is a set of parameters that represent 

the diminishing of the strength reduction factor advancement as the number of iterations to convergence 

approaches the iteration ceiling. Each parameter has a value of 0 1 

If all ’s are 1 then the algorithm does not reduce the strength reduction factor step size. Figure 

3.2 shows the case of all ’s having a value of 0.99. The piecewise parameterization of the FG-Adaptive 

Algorithm was introduced to detect any limitations to the function parameterization caused by the pre-

defined curvature of , , . 
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3.3 Optimizing Parameters 

Several of the variables in each algorithm listed in Section 3.2 were designated as algorithm 

parameters to be varied to optimize the performance of each algorithm. These variables are summarized 

in Table 3.1. 

 

 
Figure 3.2: Function kernel , ,  of the piecewise FG-Adaptive algorithm when every  is 

set to 0.99. 
 

3.3.1 Monte Carlo Simulator to Optimize Parameters 

A Monte Carlo simulator was written to perform the parameters optimization. This program 

accepts all iteration curves for any one scenario set and estimates the performance of the finite element 

slope stability software using each algorithm. Each optimizing parameter is assigned a random value 

within a predefined range specific to that parameter. For example, the weighted bisectional algorithm has 

a weighting factor,  which is randomly assigned values between 0 and 1 for each perturbation. The 

measure for algorithm performance is the total number of iterations to model completion. This means that 
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the number of iterations to reach convergence is summed over all the strength reduction factors until the 

model completes for each scenario. This total is summed over all scenarios to get the algorithm 

performance measure. 

10,000 perturbations were generated, and the Monte Carlo results were loaded into a database and 

queried for the optimal parameter ranges. It was found that the ranges were much too wide to produce 

meaningful optimization. This behavior is found when a parameter creates any sort of sinusoidal behavior 

in the model (such as the performance of the FG-Adaptive algorithm with the power parameter swept 

across its range as shown in Figure 3.3). Therefore, a different optimization technique from Monte Carlo 

was used. 

 

 
Figure 3.3: Iterations to completion for a sample slope swept across the power parameter range. 

 

3.3.2 Brute-Force Simulator to Optimize Parameters 

Another common non-linear solver is a brute-force simulator, using a one-factor-at-a-time solving 

technique. This kind of technique is common in sensitivity analyses. In this implementation of the one-

factor-at-a-time brute-force simulator, all optimizing parameters are given an initial value and are, one at 

a time, swept across the range specified for that parameter. The value that produces the best performance 

in the algorithm is assigned back to the parameter. Each parameter is tested until all have been optimized. 
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Once all parameters have been optimized in the manner described above, the simulator will recursively 

re-optimize each parameter in succession until two recursions produce the same algorithm performance. 

A thorough explanation of the program is given in Section 3.3.3 and a copy of the codes is available in 

Appendix B. 

This method performs quite well when there are relatively few parameters, and when the output is 

a relatively smooth function of the input parameters. When there are a large number of input parameters 

or when the output is a severely non-linear function of the input parameters, the brute force method may 

find a local minimum without finding the absolute minimum number of iterations given the parameter 

ranges. In the brute-force results, this local-minimum phenomenon appears occasionally. Fortunately, 

there are two versions of the FG-Adaptive Algorithm where this phenomenon is most often observed: the 

function definition and the piecewise definition. Typically at least one of the algorithm versions finds a 

solution that indicates model performance improvements. 

Several measures were used to determine algorithm performance improvement potential. First, 

the total number of iterations to model completion was summed across all scenarios and then divided by 

the number of scenarios in the scenario set to obtain the average performance of each algorithm. This will 

be referred to hereafter as Average Total Iterations. By optimizing the Average Total Iterations, each 

algorithm can perform its best when calculating the factor of safety for a selection of multiple slopes. 

Some slopes will take longer to solve and others will solve with very few total iterations. But overall, 

each algorithm will be tuned for best long-term performance. The second measure was the maximum of 

the total number of iterations to model completion across all scenarios in a set. The third measure is 

closely correlated; the third measure is the 97.5 percent one-sided upper confidence limit of the total 

number of iterations to model completion across a scenario set (Navidi, 2011). By using the upper 

confidence limit, extreme outliers are ignored and the general performance for any one simulation is 

ascertained. In both the Maximum Total Iterations and the UCL Total Iterations, the algorithm optimized 

to perform efficiently for any single scenario without calibrating the model parameters to that scenario 

explicitly. This is useful when only one or a few scenarios are considered, and the averaging effects of 

multiple scenarios are negated. The final measure is that of calibrating to a single scenario randomly 

selected from the scenario set. By using only one scenario, we can measure the ability of an algorithm to 

adapt to a problem and obtain a factor of safety in a minimal number of iterations. 

3.3.3 Building the Program to Optimize the Algorithm Parameters 

A program was developed to automate the parameter calibration process. This software was 

designed both to efficiently automate the calibration processes described in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, and 

to allow for easy future development of algorithms. The software was written in Visual Basic, which is 
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preferable to FORTRAN when flexible programming takes higher priority than computational speed. The 

major advantage of Visual Basic is the object-oriented capabilities of the language. A thorough discussion 

of the use of classes and objects in the software can be found in Appendix B. 

3.3.3.1 Program Design 

The design features of the software that are of interest outside the scope of the programmer can 

be summarized thus: 

• Simulating the Slope Stability software from the iteration curves 

• Calculation of the optimization measure 

• The optimization process 

The slope stability program is not ever actually run during optimization. As explained in Section 

3.1.1, an optimization process that runs the slope stability code for each scenario and each Monte Carlo 

iteration would require unrealistic computer resources and processing time to complete. Instead, the result 

files from the 638 well-posed randomly generated scenarios were read into the optimization software to 

construct the iteration curves. The iteration curves were then used as a reference for simulating the slope 

stability software performance for each scenario. The test algorithm would select a trial SRF and lookup 

the number of iterations to convergence off the iteration curve. The number of iterations determined what 

the next action of the algorithm was. And so the algorithm would select a new SRF and lookup a new 

number of iterations. Eventually, the bounded region where the factor of safety is possible would be 

smaller than the tolerance on the factor of safety and the model would be complete. 

The software tracks the total number of iterations to model completion for each scenario. After 

completing all scenarios in the scenario batch, the model can report nearly any statistic of the iterations 

for the batch. In this research, the average, maximum, 97.5 percent UCL, and the number of iterations for 

a single scenario were reported to capture various aspects of the dataset’s behavior. 

Optimization occurs either by running Monte Carlo perturbations or by sweeping through the 

algorithm parameter ranges looking for the value that produces the lowest optimization measure. In both 

cases, the optimizing parameters as shown in Table 1 are assigned and then all scenarios in the batch are 

simulated. An optimization measure is outputted and the program uses that data to help determine the 

next perturbation. 

3.3.3.2 Flexible Design for Future Work 

It is recognized that this thesis marks the beginning, not the end, of algorithm optimization for the 

Finite Element method on slope stability analysis. It was therefore of upmost interest to design the 

optimization software for use in future algorithm development. 
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The main feature of the program that allows for future algorithm development is the use of 

inherited classes. Inherited classes have two parts. First is the class signature, described as a 

MustInherit class. The MustInherit class tells the program what all Inherits classes will look like 

to the rest of the program in regards to function and subroutine signatures. The Inherits classes then 

describe the processes that go into each function and subroutine to generate the needed output. 

This may seem like an abstract concept, but can be illustrated easily using the following example. 

Consider a USB port on the front of a computer. The USB port has certain dimensions and power 

requirements for all devices that use the port. A multitude of devices ranging from keyboards and mice to 

jump drives and joysticks have been designed to interface with a USB port. In the same way, the 

MustInherit class describes the program equivalent of port specifications, and the Inherits class 

describes the software equivalent of the device itself. 

In the optimization software, the MustInherit class is called Algorithm. All Algorithm 

classes must have certain functions including a SetParameter function and a Solve function. Four 

Inherits classes are implemented: BisectionalAlgorithm, WeightedBisectional-

Algorithm, FarnsworthFunctionAlgorithm, and FarnsworthParamAlgorithm. Each of 

these Inherits classes have the needed functions, but each class has specialized instructions that apply 

only to that algorithm. 

The benefit of this program design is that additional algorithms may be added and tested simply 

by defining a new Inherits class and then implementing it in the main code. All other program operations 

automatically connect to the new algorithm. 

3.3.3.3 Data Management 

The data generated by 638 scenarios and 10,000 perturbations using four algorithms each with 

several optimizing parameters can be taxing if not fatal to the system if not handled properly. To avoid 

running out of memory while maintaining quick access to the data, a database was designed to store the 

various aspects of the optimization runs. This database is referred to in the code in Appendix B, and is 

needed to run the optimization software. A brief description of the database schema is given in Appendix 

C, and is also included in the computer files in Appendix D. 

3.3.4 Determination of Optimal Parameters 

The optimized parameters and the selection of the most efficient algorithm are shown in Table 

3.2. Under the Average Total Iterations measure, the FG-Adaptive Algorithm was shown to perform the 

best out of the tested algorithms in all scenario sets except for the shallow undrained homogeneous slope 

set. The FG-Adaptive Algorithm would then be the algorithm of choice when modeling several scenarios 

in batch. Meanwhile, the Weighted-Bisectional algorithm regularly out-performed the FG-Adaptive  
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algorithm when optimizing for Maximum or UCL Total Iterations. This implies that the FG-Adaptive 

Algorithm is on average more efficient than the Bisectional and the Weighted Bisectional Algorithms, but 

that the FG-Adaptive Algorithm is more sensitive to each individual problem and therefore has a wider 

variance. The Single-Scenario measure casts some additional light on the capabilities of the various 

algorithms. This measure does not carry any sort of weighting or averaging effect. It simply tries to 

optimize an algorithm to a single curve. What has been shown is that the Weighted Bisectional Algorithm 

generally performs twice as efficiently as the Bisectional Algorithm, and that the FG-Adaptive Algorithm 

performs about twice as well as the Weighted Bisectional Algorithm.  This means that, while it is beyond 

the scope of this research, if the FG-Adaptive Algorithm can be calibrated to the slope in question, then 

that algorithm can perform about three times as quickly as the current software implementation. 

Some of the optimized parameters were not used in the final implementation of the software. 

Instead, they revealed weaknesses in the design of the algorithm or the optimization process. These 

parameters, the weaknesses revealed, and the actions taken to address the issues are summarized in 

Section 3.4. 

3.4 Final Program Development 

After calibration came the implementation of the final FORTRAN code for finite element slope 

stability analysis. In addition to the optimal parameter values, several other discoveries were made during 

calibration that led to a final implementation of the algorithms of interest. 

3.4.1 Lessons Learned from Parameter Optimization 

Three important lessons were learned from parameter calibration, two of which led to slight 

algorithm design modifications. These modifications dramatically improved algorithm performance, and 

were adapted into the code used for the case studies in Chapter 4. The code available in Appendix A is the 

final code with all changes implemented. 

3.4.1.1 Lesson 1: Bisectional Algorithm Step Size 

In Dr. Griffiths’s Slope Stability software, the strength reduction factor step size is fixed at ten 

times the inputted tolerance on the factor of safety. During parameter optimization, however, both the 

bisectional algorithm and the weighted bisectional algorithm consistently found the optimal strength 

reduction factor step to be 0.15. The frequency and regularity of that number was the cause of some 

investigation into the mechanics of the bisectional algorithm. From that investigation came the 

uncovering of a basic mathematical principle that operates heavily in the bisectional algorithm. Simply 

stated the principle in operation is: 2 16 
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In practice, this means that the strength reduction factor step is approximately 24 times the 

tolerance on the factor of safety. Considering that fact that the bisectional algorithm divides by two to 

narrow the range of possible slope failures, it makes perfect sense that the optimal step size would be 

some power of two multiple of the tolerance. In implementation, the number has to be slightly smaller to 

account for finite precision on a computer. So the number one lesson learned was why the optimal step 

parameter value was 0.15. 

3.4.1.2 Lesson 2: Weighting Factor 

In parameter optimization, the weighted bisectional algorithm was given 0.25 as the optimal 

bisection weighting parameter value. However, it was found that the value of that parameter was too 

small to perform well in practice. The main reason for the poor performance is likely that the optimization 

scenarios were randomly created, and many of the slopes had small factors of safety. These slopes may 

have skewed down the bisection weighting parameter value. 

Slopes with small factors of safety have a particularly profound effect on the weighting factor 

because of the nature of their iteration curves. The bisection weighting parameter tries to capture the fact 

that it is slightly less expensive on computer resources to calculate a convergent solution than it is to hit 

the iteration ceiling. The lower the number of iterations is near the model’s factor of safety, the more 

advantageous it is to stay in a convergent range, and so the bisection weighting parameter value tends to 

lower values. Likewise, when the number of iterations near the model’s factor of safety is close to the 

iteration ceiling, there is little advantage to staying in the convergent range, and so the bisection 

weighting parameter value tends towards 0.5. Since the scenarios with low factors of safety had more 

compressed iteration curves and therefore lower iteration numbers near the model’s factor of safety, they 

tended to skew the bisection weighting parameter down. To correct for this, the bisection weighting 

parameter value was changed from 0.25 to 0.40. 

3.4.1.3 Lesson 3: FG-Adaptive Algorithm Step Control 

Two efficiency problems were observed in the FG-Adaptive algorithm. The first problem was 

that the curvature parameter, p, was unable to fit the iteration curve. If the curvature parameter was set to 

a lower number, the automatic step control would perform well until the number of iterations to 

convergence approached the iteration ceiling. Then the algorithm would consistently overshoot the 

model’s factor of safety. It the curvature parameter was set to a higher number, then the model would not 

reduce the strength reduction factor enough in the low-iteration-convergence range and the model would 

step over the higher-iteration-convergence range by its large step and overshoot the factor of safety. To 

address this problem, the function kernel in the algorithm was modified to reach the minimum step size 

when the number of iterations reached half the iteration ceiling. In most scenarios, by the time the model 
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took half the iteration ceiling to converge, it was within about 0.02 of the model’s factor of safety. This 

modification allowed the model to maintain the efficient automatic step control in the lower-iteration-

convergence range, while creating a sharp reduction in step size in the higher-iteration-convergence 

range. 

The second issue was that when the algorithm overshot more than once or twice, the step size was 

reduced to below the factor of safety tolerance. The algorithm originally included a minimum step size 

filter to ensure that the smallest step was at least half the tolerance on the factor of safety. However, it was 

decided that the filter was set too tight, and that using the full tolerance (minus a small proportion to 

address finite precision) does not adversely affect the algorithm output. Therefore, the filter was changed 

accordingly. Additionally, the SRF step kernel was adjusted to produce a minimum value of the tolerance 

(again, minus a small proportion to address finite precision) to reduce how often the algorithm relied on 

the filter. 

In summary, the following changes were made to the algorithm: 

, , 0.9 1 min ,log 0.9  

If , ,  evaluates to a value smaller than 90% of the tolerance then 90% of the 

tolerance is used. 

3.4.2 Programming the Algorithm in FORTRAN 

Up until this point, all three algorithms under consideration only existed as procedures in the 

parameter optimization software that sampled an iteration curve and returned the theoretical number of 

iterations to model completion. The algorithms needed to be coded into a form that can be incorporated 

into the slope stability simulation software to allow for functional testing and use of the software. One of 

the major goals of the coding was to place as few of edits in the original software as possible, thus 

maximizing the amount of code that is placed in a separate algorithm subroutine. 

The main software adaptation is nearly identical among the three algorithms, with the only 

significant difference being that the FG-Adaptive Algorithm reads in a few extra values in the input file 

and stores a couple more variables in the main program. Otherwise, the algorithm is housed completely in 

the algorithm subroutine. For the bisectional algorithm, the subroutine is algbis. The weighted 

bisectional algorithm subroutine is algwbs, and the FG-Adaptive algorithm is algfga.  

Appendix A contains four versions of Program 6.4 from Programming the Finite Element Method 

(Smith et al., 2014). The first version is the software as presented in the book, in which the user specifies 

the strength reduction factors to test. The other three versions of the code are embedded with the three 

algorithms. 
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As a note, Program 6.4 is a simplified version of the software described in Griffiths and Lane, 

1999. Among other features, Program 6.4 does not contain the bisectional algorithm that is included in the 

full software version. Since the bisectional algorithm was also optimized in this research, the version of 

the code in Appendix A that includes the bisectional algorithm uses the optimized bisectional algorithm, 

not the bisectional algorithm used in Griffiths and Lane, 1999. The bisectional algorithm used in the case 

studies in Chapter 4 is also the optimized bisectional algorithm.  
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CHAPTER 4 

CASE STUDIES 

Five case studies were examined to demonstrate the improvements in software performance by 

the weighted bisectional and the FG-Adaptive algorithms. The slopes for these case studies were taken 

from a variety of sources that examine realistic slopes. 

4.1 Case Study 1: Shallow Homogeneous Undrained Slope 

A slope was analyzed by Huang (2014) using the Taylor (1937, 1948) stability chart for soils with 

a friction angle of zero. A cross section of the slope is provided in Figure 4.1. Using the chart, a Factor of 

Safety of 1.46 was calculated.  

 

 
Figure 4.1: Slope geometry and geology recreated from Huang (2014), Figure 7-2. 

 

The slope as also analyzed using the Finite Element Method. Figure 4.2 shows the un-deformed 

mesh, and Figure 4.3 shows the failed, deformed mesh. The Finite Element Method produced a Factor of 

Safety for the slope of 1.43, which is in close agreement with the Factor of Safety estimated from the 

chart. 

Figure 4.3 shows only a portion of the failure mechanism. To ensure that the slope had actually 

failed, the finite element method was rerun with an iteration ceiling of 1000 iterations instead of the 

default 500. Figure 4.4 shows the deformed mesh. It is clear that after 1000 iterations the failure shape is 

more developed than after 500. This brings up the question of how high the iteration ceiling needs to be to 

reliably capture slope failure. If the iteration ceiling is too low, it might terminate the run prematurely and 
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under-estimate the factor of safety. In this example, doubling the iteration ceiling created a much more 

convincing failure shape, but only changed the factor of safety itself by 0.02 (from 1.43 to 1.45). The 

iteration ceiling of 500 would have been functionally sufficient for almost any design application. 

 

 
Figure 4.2: Undeformed mesh. 

 

 
Figure 4.3: Failed slope at a factor of safety of 1.43. Failed after 500 non-convergent iterations. 
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Figure 4.4: Failed slope at a factor of safety of 1.45. Failed after 1000 non-convergent iterations. 

 

Figure 4.5 shows the maximum displacements calculated when convergence or the iteration 

ceiling is reached. Notice that there is a sharp inflection point at an SRF of about 1.45. This demonstrates 

that the slope failure at SRF = 1.45 is more than an artifact of the finite element method and the non-

linear solver. Instead, the slope failure is when the displacements take off and loads exceed soil strength. 

In addition to demonstrating agreement with classical analysis methods, analysis was conducted 

to demonstrate the efficiency of the various algorithms considered in this research. The same scenario was 

modeled using the bisectional, weighted bisectional, and FG-Adaptive algorithms. Table 4.1 shows the 

strength reduction factor samples taken by each algorithm and the total number of iterations to model 

completion. The optimized bisectional algorithm required the greatest number of iteration at 2,229. The 

weighted bisectional algorithm saw a 3% improvement against the bisectional algorithm, and the FG-

Adaptive algorithm improved the calculation efficiency by 34% at 1479 total iterations. It should be 

remembered that the bisectional algorithm has been optimized to perform as efficiently as possible. The 

improvements in performance would be amplified if compared with the original bisectional algorithm 

included in Griffiths and Lane, 1999. 

It is worthy of note that in this example, the FG-Adaptive algorithm only sampled the non-

convergent range once, which is the minimum number of times an algorithm can sample the non-

convergent range and still produce a meaningful result. While the FG-Adaptive algorithm does not always 

avoid the non-convergent range this well, we see here a successful example of this algorithm avoiding the 

non-convergent range as designed. 
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Figure 4.5: Maximum displacement curve compared with the factor of safety. 

 

Table 4.1: Strength reduction factor trials and number of iterations to convergence for each algorithm 

from Huang (2014). 

 Bisectional Algorithm Weighted Bisectional 
Algorithm FG-Adaptive Algorithm 

SRF Trial Iterations SRF Trial Iterations SRF Trial Iterations 
Step 1 0.30 2 0.30 2 0.30 2 
Step 2 0.45 5 0.45 5 0.55 6 
Step 3 0.60 6 0.60 6 0.77 12 
Step 4 0.75 11 0.75 11 0.97 42 
Step 5 0.90 29 0.90 29 1.11 68 
Step 6 1.05 55 1.05 55 1.22 93 
Step 7 1.20 88 1.20 88 1.31 113 
Step 8 1.35 125 1.35 125 1.38 136 
Step 9 1.50 500 1.50 500 1.44 500 

Step 10 1.42 184 1.41 154 1.41 156 
Step 11 1.46 500 1.45 500 1.44 351 
Step 12 1.44 500 1.42 182 
Step 13 1.43 224 1.43 216 
Step 14 1.44 283 
Total 1.43 2229 1.44 2156 1.44 1479 
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4.2 Case Study 2: Shallow Homogeneous Drained Slope 

RocScience introduced a commercial Finite Element Slope Stability software called Phase2. This 

software is based on the techniques introduced in Griffiths and Lane (1999), and is similar to the software 

presented in that paper, except that Phase2 supports more geometric variation and more types of finite 

elements. As part of the study used in validating Phase2, RocScience produced a paper that compared 

several methods of calculating slope Factors of Safety (RocScience, 2004). Included was a shallow 

homogeneous drained slope as shown in Figure 4.6. The comparison of methods included Bishop’s 

method, the finite element method from Griffiths and Lane (referred to by RocScience as the ‘Griffiths’ 

method), and the results from the Phase2 software itself. The results as reported in the paper are shown in 

Table 4.2. 

 

Table 4.2: Factor of safety from different methods and element types. 

Bishop ‘Griffiths’ 
Phase2

T3 T6 Q4 Q8 
1.38 1.40 1.51 1.39 1.47 1.42 

T = Triangular element, Q = Quadrilateral element. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.6: Slope geometry and geology recreated from RocScience, 2004. 
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The slope scenario was duplicated using the finite element slope stability software. The model 

was run, and produced a factor of safety that was actually different from what RocScience reported as the 

‘Griffiths’ factor of safety. The value produced from the independent model was 1.38, whereas 

RocScience suggested that a result of 1.4. The difference in value can be attributed to mesh refinement. 

Using a coarse mesh produces the 1.4 factor of safety, whereas using a more refined mesh produces the 

factor of safety of 1.38. 

 

 
Figure 4.7: Undeformed mesh 

 
Figure 4.8: Failed slope at a factor of safety of 1.38. Failed after 500 non-convergent iterations. 
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Table 4.3 shows a comparison of the performance of the three algorithms for this example. The 

weighted bisectional algorithm actually performed worse than the bisectional algorithm. This is not meant 

to imply that the weighted bisectional algorithm is generally worse than the bisectional algorithm, 

considering that the other four case studies all result in the weighted bisectional algorithm out-performing 

the bisectional algorithm. Instead, the conclusion can be drawn that use of the weighted bisectional 

algorithm does not guarantee better performance for any one scenario. More generally, the use of any of 

the algorithms does not guarantee the best performance in every case. 

The FG-Adaptive algorithm again showed the best performance, with a 14% improvement 

against the bisectional algorithm. It is worthy of note that all three algorithms sampled the non-convergent 

range three times each. This suggests that in this case, the improvements gained by the FG-Adaptive 

algorithm are not from avoiding the non-convergent range, but from its ability to detect the model’s factor 

of safety. The major victory of the FG-Adaptive algorithm happened between Steps 9 and 10 (see Table 

4.3). By detecting the number of iterations to convergence in Step 9, the algorithm was able to reduce the 

step size to 90% of the tolerance. Step 10 proved non-convergent, and because Steps 9 and 10 were within 

tolerance, no additional steps were needed. Compare that to the weighted bisectional algorithm. In Step 

11, it reached a similar number of iterations as Step 9 of the FG-Adaptive algorithm. But because the 

weighted bisectional algorithm does not consider how close the number of iterations is to the iteration 

ceiling, it took two more steps to reach model completion. 

 

 

Table 4.3: Strength reduction factor trials and number of iterations to convergence for each algorithm 

from RocScience, 2004. 

 Bisectional Algorithm Weighted Bisectional 
Algorithm FG-Adaptive Algorithm 

SRF Trial Iterations SRF Trial Iterations SRF Trial Iterations 
Step 1 0.30 2 0.30 2 0.30 2 
Step 2 0.45 2 0.45 2 0.55 2 
Step 3 0.60 2 0.60 2 0.79 2 
Step 4 0.75 2 0.75 2 1.04 8 
Step 5 0.90 6 0.90 6 1.25 17 
Step 6 1.05 9 1.05 9 1.44 500 
Step 7 1.20 12 1.20 12 1.35 73 
Step 8 1.35 80 1.35 80 1.40 500 
Step 9 1.50 500 1.50 500 1.38 338 

Step 10 1.42 500 1.41 500 1.38 500 
Step 11 1.39 500 1.37 313 
Step 12 1.37 227 1.39 500 
Step 13 1.38 418 1.38 464 
Total 1.38 2260 1.38 2392 1.38 1942 
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4.3 Case Study 3: Undrained Layered Slope 

Matthews et al. (2014) compared the limit equilibrium and finite element methods. One of the 

examples cases considered a dual-layered undrained slope as shown in Figure 4.9. Two failure 

mechanisms were identified and their respective factors of safety were quantified. According to the 

article, the limit-equilibrium factor of safety for the slope undergoing failure at the toe of the slope is 

2.042. The factor of safety for deep failure is 2.060. And the finite element method was reported to 

produce a factor of safety of 2.0. 

An independent model was built and tested using the finite element method, as shown in Figure 

4.10. The failed, deformed mesh can be seen in Figure 4.11. A factor of safety of 1.99 was determined, 

which is identical to the reported value within the precision of the reported factor of safety. It is of interest 

that the failure mode in Figure 4.11 indicates two slope failures occurring almost simultaneously. 

Matthews  et al. (2014) noted that the limit equilibrium method produced two failure modes with nearly 

identical factors of safety. There was a toe mechanism failure at a 2.024 Factor of Safety, and a deep 

failure at a 2.060 factor of safety. The finite element method was able to capture both mechanisms. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.9: Slope geometry and geology recreated from Matthews et al., 2014. 
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Figure 4.10: Undeformed mesh. 

 

 
Figure 4.11: Failed slope at a factor of safety of 1.99. Failed after 500 non-convergent iterations. 

 

With the accuracy of the model verified, the performance of each algorithm was tested. Table 4.4 

shows the results of the algorithm tests. The bisectional algorithm took the longest to complete, with 2705 

iterations. The weighted bisectional algorithm provided an 11% improvement from the bisectional 

algorithm, and the FG-Adaptive algorithm improved the efficiency by 41%. These improvements are the 

largest of all the case studies for both the weighted bisectional and the FG-Adaptive algorithms. Indeed, 

the bisectional algorithm seems to have performed more poorly than usual, as observed from the four 

samples that reached the iteration ceiling and a fifth that almost did. 
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In this and a couple of the other case studies, the modeled factor of safety changes slightly among 

algorithms. In this instance, the FG-Adaptive algorithm produces a factor of safety that is 0.01 lower than 

the other two algorithms. It does not warrant much discussion, but it will be remembered that the 

tolerance on the factor of safety is a specified acceptable error. In the case of these examples, the 

tolerance is 0.01, so all reported factors of safety are known to ±0.01. A difference in output factor of 

safety values does not indicate an algorithm failure until the difference exceeds the tolerance. 

 

Table 4.4: Strength reduction factor trials and number of iterations to convergence for each algorithm 

from Matthews et al., 2014. 

 Bisectional Algorithm Weighted Bisectional 
Algorithm FG-Adaptive Algorithm 

SRF Trial Iterations SRF Trial Iterations SRF Trial Iterations 
Step 1 0.30 2 0.30 2 0.30 2 
Step 2 0.45 2 0.45 2 0.55 2 
Step 3 0.60 2 0.60 2 0.79 2 
Step 4 0.75 2 0.75 2 1.04 5 
Step 5 0.90 4 0.90 4 1.27 7 
Step 6 1.05 5 1.05 5 1.49 13 
Step 7 1.20 6 1.20 6 1.69 28 
Step 8 1.35 8 1.35 8 1.85 54 
Step 9 1.50 14 1.50 14 1.97 180 

Step 10 1.65 25 1.65 25 2.01 500 
Step 11 1.80 39 1.80 39 1.99 500 
Step 12 1.95 139 1.95 139 1.98 302 
Step 13 2.10 500 2.10 500 
Step 14 2.02 500 2.01 500 
Step 15 1.99 457 1.97 186 
Step 16 2.01 500 1.99 481 
Step 17 2.00 500 2.00 500 
Total 1.99 2705 1.99 2415 1.98 1595 

 

 

4.4 Case Study 4: Undrained Slope with Linear Strength Profile 

The finite element method for slope stability analysis is especially advantageous for slopes that 

are layered or otherwise riddled with discrete zones of heterogeneity. However, this case study considers 

the performance of the finite element method on slopes with continuously changing properties. 

Hunter and Schuster (1968) analyzed a slope with a linearly increasing strength with respect to 

soil depth. At the top surface of a slope, the soil strength has a value of . As depth increases, the soil 

strength increases by  for every foot descended. The slope geometry is defined by certain parameters 

such as the slope angle and the foundation thickness. Given the strength and geometry factors, a factor of 

safety for the slope can be determined from a set of charts produced by Hunter and Schuster (1968). 
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A slope was chosen for analysis using the Hunter and Schuster (1968) charts and compared to the 

finite element method. The slope is shown in Figure 4.12. cu0 is the soil strength at the top of the slope. 

DH is the height of the slope from the foundation to the top of the slope. From the slope dimensions and 

properties, the three main parameters that are used in the charts can be calculated: atan atan 2.6810.00 15° 14.002.61 2.68 2.00 4.022.68 1.50 

 

The chart relevant to this scenario is shown in Figure 4.13. The dimensionless N parameter was 

read from the curve, giving a value of 24.1. The factor of safety can calculated from N using the following 

equation: 24.1 2.6121.00 3.00 

Thus the limit equilibrium factor of safety is 3.00. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.12: Slope geometry and geology for case study 5.4. 
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Figure 4.13: Hunter and Schuster (1968) charts as presented in Griffiths and Yu (2014). 

 

The slope was discretized into a finite element mesh with 21 layers. The top layer had a soil 

strength of 14.0 psf, and each layer had a strength that was 0.5 psf larger than the layer above it. The 

undeformed mesh is shown in Figure 4.14, and the deformed mesh at failure is shown in Figure 4.15. The 

finite element method returned a factor of safety of 3.06. Normally, the finite element returns a factor of 

safety that is equal to or smaller than the limit-equilibrium factor of safety, depending on whether or not 

the limit-equilibrium method assumed the correct failure shape and location. In this case, however, the 

finite element method returned a larger value than the limit-equilibrium method. This can in part be 

attributed to the discretization of slope. The finite element program is actually solving a 21-layer slope 

that looks a lot like the continuously increasing theoretical slope. Even so, the values of 3.00 and 3.06 are 

scarcely distinguishable in slope stability analysis. 

Once again, the three algorithms were used to solve the scenario. The trial SRFs and iterations for 

each algorithm can be found in Table 4.5. The bisectional algorithm required the greatest number of 

iterations to model completion at 2511 iterations. The weighted bisectional algorithm showed marginal 

improvements with a 2% gain over the bisectional algorithm. The FG-Adaptive algorithm performed the 

best with a 31% efficiency advantage over the bisectional algorithm. 

Four case studies have been presented so far, with factors of safety ranging from 1.38 to 3.06. 

The slopes used as examples included drained and undrained slopes; homogeneous and layered. In each 

of these scenarios, the FG-Adaptive algorithm has found a factor of safety in fewer iterations than either 

the bisectional or the weighted bisectional algorithms. 
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Figure 4.14: Undeformed mesh. 

 

 
Figure 4.15: Failed slope at a factor of safety of 3.06. Failed after 500 non-convergent iterations. 
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Table 4.5: Strength reduction factor trials and number of iterations to convergence for each algorithm for 

case study 5.4. 

 Bisectional Algorithm Weighted Bisectional 
Algorithm FG-Adaptive Algorithm 

SRF Trial Iterations SRF Trial Iterations SRF Trial Iterations 
Step 1 0.30 2 0.30 2 0.30 2 
Step 2 0.45 2 0.45 2 0.55 2 
Step 3 0.60 2 0.60 2 0.79 2 
Step 4 0.75 2 0.75 2 1.04 3 
Step 5 0.90 2 0.90 2 1.28 4 
Step 6 1.05 3 1.05 3 1.51 5 
Step 7 1.20 4 1.20 4 1.74 5 
Step 8 1.35 4 1.35 4 1.97 6 
Step 9 1.50 5 1.50 5 2.20 9 

Step 10 1.65 5 1.65 5 2.41 14 
Step 11 1.80 6 1.80 6 2.60 30 
Step 12 1.95 6 1.95 6 2.76 46 
Step 13 2.10 7 2.10 7 2.90 65 
Step 14 2.25 9 2.25 9 3.01 93 
Step 15 2.40 13 2.40 13 3.10 500 
Step 16 2.55 24 2.55 24 3.05 453 
Step 17 2.70 39 2.70 39 3.06 500 
Step 18 2.85 58 2.85 58 
Step 19 3.00 89 3.00 89 
Step 20 3.15 500 3.15 500 
Step 21 3.07 500 3.06 500 
Step 22 3.04 237 3.02 111 
Step 23 3.06 492 3.04 250 
Step 24 3.07 500 3.05 374 
Step 25 3.05 443 
Total 3.07 2511 3.06 2460 3.06 1739 

 

 

4.5 Case Study 5: Engineered Slope in Arkansas 

A slope in Arkansas was designed as a natural earth retaining structure to hold weaker soils 

behind it. The slope was designed with a main core in the front of the slope and additional retaining layers 

along the back end of the slope. The geologic setting on this slope is shown in Figure 4.16, and the 

geometric dimensions of the slope are shown in Figure 4.17. 

Anderson Engineering (2008) analyzed the slope using the limit-equilibrium analysis software, 

GSLOPE. A factor of safety of 2.39 was calculated, with a failure plane passing through the core of the 

slope as shown in Figure 4.18. The finite element method was used to validate the solution. A model was 

built as shown in Figure 4.19. The model failed to converge at an SRF of 2.01 with a failed slope shape as 

shown in Figure 4.20. 
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 Figure 4.16: Engineered slope soil properties 

 

 
Figure 4.17: Engineered slope geometry 
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Figure 4.18: Reported results using the limit-equilibrium method (GSLOPE) 

 

Of all the case studies presented herein, this slope shows the greatest difference between the 

limit-equilibrium and finite element methods. It will be noted that the failure plane is approximately the 

same shape between methods, yet the finite element method shows a significantly smaller factor of safety. 

The most likely cause is found in the discretization process. The layered soils along the back-slope were 

too thin for the mesh resolution, so a continuous soil layer was modeled as a series of individual pieces. 

The failure plane could easily pass around the stronger layers and fail prematurely. The lesson learned 

from this case study is that a factor of safety is only as good as the discretization. Just as the limit-

equilibrium method requires a prior knowledge of the shape of the failure plane for meaningful results, 

the finite element method requires a mesh that captures the behavior of the slope. 

Once more, we consider the performance of the three algorithms. The bisectional algorithm 

required the most iterations at 2563. The weighted bisectional algorithm made a 6% improvement from 

the bisectional algorithm. The FG-Adaptive algorithm ran the fastest with a 25% improvement from the 

bisectional algorithm. 
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Figure 4.19: Discretization of the engineered slope. 

 

 
Figure 4.20: Failed slope at a factor of safety of 2.01. Failed after 500 non-convergent iterations. 
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Table 4.6: Strength reduction factor trials and number of iterations to convergence for each algorithm 

from engineered slope in Arkansas. 

 Bisectional Algorithm Weighted Bisectional 
Algorithm FG-Adaptive Algorithm 

SRF Trial Iterations SRF Trial Iterations SRF Trial Iterations 
Step 1 0.30 19 0.30 19 0.30 19 
Step 2 0.45 20 0.45 20 0.48 19 
Step 3 0.60 19 0.60 19 0.66 19 
Step 4 0.75 19 0.75 19 0.84 19 
Step 5 0.90 20 0.90 20 1.03 24 
Step 6 1.05 25 1.05 25 1.20 26 
Step 7 1.20 26 1.20 26 1.36 27 
Step 8 1.35 27 1.35 27 1.53 32 
Step 9 1.50 33 1.50 33 1.68 42 

Step 10 1.65 39 1.65 39 1.82 51 
Step 11 1.80 50 1.80 50 1.95 91 
Step 12 1.95 102 1.95 102 2.04 500 
Step 13 2.10 500 2.10 500 1.99 223 
Step 14 2.02 500 2.01 500 2.01 500 
Step 15 1.99 180 1.97 128 2.00 332 
Step 16 2.01 484 1.99 218 
Step 17 2.02 500 2.00 275 
Step 18 2.00 377 
Total 2.01 2563 2.01 2397 2.01 1924 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown by the five case studies that the FG-Adaptive algorithm is consistently the most 

efficient algorithm tested. The adaptable SRF step control allows for fewer SRF trials, especially in the 

non-convergent range. The weighting factor in the weighted bisectional algorithm produced some 

marginal improvements, but was not nearly as significant as the FG-Adaptive algorithm. The code fully 

integrated with the FG-Adaptive algorithm is provided in Appendix A for implementation.  
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CHAPTER 6 

FUTURE WORK 

The analysis performed in this research has illuminated two areas where future efforts could be 

directed. First is the continued search for a better algorithm, and second is the possibility of real-time 

optimization. 

6.1 Future Algorithms 

The work of this thesis is not only to find an algorithm for improved efficiency of the finite 

element method in slope stability analysis, but also to provide the framework for future algorithm 

development. The code used to test and optimize new algorithms has been explained in Section 3.3.3, and 

the code has been provided in Appendix B. With this framework, new algorithms can be developed to 

find even greater efficiency at solving slope stability problems using the finite element method. 

6.2 Real-Time Optimization 

Some preliminary investigation was performed to analyze the feasibility of real-time parameter 

calibration. If the FG-Adaptive Algorithm could be calibrated to a slope that is nearly identical to the 

slope in question, then improvements of up to four times the current software efficiency could be 

achieved. Four slopes were randomly selected from the 1000 main calibration scenarios and were given 

sister scenarios where the soil properties and dimensions remained unchanged, but the grid density was 

reduced. Each of the four scenarios was designated as a “Large” problem. The grid for each scenario was 

reduced by a factor of 4 (one-half the number of grid cell horizontally and vertically) and the resultant 

was designated as the “Medium” scenario. The “Small” scenario was created from the medium scenario 

using the same process. The factors of safety were estimated, as well as the time to model completion. 

The models estimated nearly identical factors of safety, and the “Small” scenarios were orders of 

magnitude faster in their solution time than the “Large” scenarios. 

With further research, a method might be developed to run some basic calibration on a reduced-

mesh version of each scenario, and then to use the optimized parameters to calculate the full-scale 

problem in a small fraction of the time it currently takes to calculate the factor of safety for a slope. 
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APPENDIX A 

CODE FOR P64 

Original Code 

PROGRAM p64 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! Program 6.4 Plane strain slope stability analysis of an elastic-plastic 
!             (Mohr-Coulomb) material using 8-node rectangular 
!             quadrilaterals. Viscoplastic strain method. 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 USE main  
 USE geom  
 IMPLICIT NONE 
 INTEGER,PARAMETER::iwp=SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15) 
 INTEGER::i,iel,iters,iy,limit,ndim=2,ndof=16,nels,neq,nip=4,nlen,nn,     & 
   nod=8,nodof=2,nprops=6,np_types,nsrf,nst=4,nx1,nx2,nye,ny1,ny2 
 REAL(iwp)::cf,ddt,det,dq1,dq2,dq3,dsbar,dt=1.0e15_iwp,d4=4.0_iwp,        & 
   d180=180.0_iwp,e,f,fmax,h1,h2,lode_theta,one=1.0_iwp,phi,phif,pi,psi,  & 
   psif,sigm,snph,start_dt=1.e15_iwp,s1,tnph,tnps,tol,two=2.0_iwp,v,w1,w2,& 
   zero=0.0_iwp  
 CHARACTER(LEN=15)::argv,element='quadrilateral'  
 LOGICAL::converged        
!-----------------------dynamic arrays------------------------------------ 
 INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE::etype(:),g(:),g_g(:,:),g_num(:,:),kdiag(:),nf(:,:), & 
   num(:)     
 REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE::bdylds(:),bee(:,:),bload(:),coord(:,:),dee(:,:),  & 
   devp(:),elastic(:),eld(:),eload(:),eps(:),erate(:),evp(:),evpt(:,:,:), & 
   flow(:,:),fun(:),gravlo(:),g_coord(:,:),km(:,:),kv(:),loads(:),m1(:,:),& 
   m2(:,:),m3(:,:),oldis(:),points(:,:),prop(:,:),sigma(:),srf(:),        & 
   weights(:) 
!-----------------------input and initialisation-------------------------- 
 CALL getname(argv,nlen) 
 OPEN(10,FILE=argv(1:nlen)//'.dat')  
 OPEN(11,FILE=argv(1:nlen)//'.res') 
 READ(10,*)w1,s1,w2,h1,h2,nx1,nx2,ny1,ny2,np_types  
 nye=ny1+ny2 
 nels=nx1*nye+ny2*nx2  
 nn=(3*nye+2)*nx1+2*nye+1+(3*ny2+2)*nx2 
 ALLOCATE(nf(nodof,nn),points(nip,ndim),weights(nip),g_coord(ndim,nn),    & 
   num(nod),dee(nst,nst),evpt(nst,nip,nels),coord(nod,ndim),fun(nod),     & 
   g_g(ndof,nels),g_num(nod,nels),bee(nst,ndof),km(ndof,ndof),eld(ndof),  & 
   eps(nst),sigma(nst),bload(ndof),eload(ndof),erate(nst),evp(nst),       & 
   devp(nst),g(ndof),m1(nst,nst),m2(nst,nst),m3(nst,nst),flow(nst,nst),   & 
   prop(nprops,np_types),etype(nels)) 
 READ(10,*)prop  
 etype=1  
 IF(np_types>1)READ(10,*)etype 
 CALL emb_2d_bc(nx1,nx2,ny1,ny2,nf)  
 neq=MAXVAL(nf)     
 ALLOCATE(kdiag(neq),loads(0:neq),bdylds(0:neq),oldis(0:neq),             & 
   gravlo(0:neq),elastic(0:neq))  
   kdiag=0 
!-----------------------loop the elements to find global arrays sizes----- 
 elements_1: DO iel=1,nels 
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   CALL emb_2d_geom(iel,nx1,nx2,ny1,ny2,w1,s1,w2,h1,h2,coord,num) 
   CALL num_to_g(num,nf,g)  
   g_num(:,iel)=num 
   g_coord(:,num)=TRANSPOSE(coord)  
   g_g(:,iel)=g  
   CALL fkdiag(kdiag,g) 
 END DO elements_1  
 CALL mesh(g_coord,g_num,argv,nlen,12) 
 DO i=2,neq  
   kdiag(i)=kdiag(i)+kdiag(i-1)  
 END DO  
 ALLOCATE(kv(kdiag(neq))) 
 WRITE(11,'(2(A,i7))')                                                    & 
   " There are",neq," equations and the skyline storage is",kdiag(neq) 
 CALL sample(element,points,weights)  
 kv=zero  
 gravlo=zero  
!-----------------------element stiffness integration and assembly-------- 
 elements_2: DO iel=1,nels 
   CALL deemat(dee,prop(5,etype(iel)),prop(6,etype(iel)))  
   num=g_num(:,iel) 
   coord=TRANSPOSE(g_coord(:,num))  
   g=g_g(:,iel)  
   km=zero  
   eld=zero 
   gauss_pts_1: DO i=1,nip 
     CALL shape_fun(fun,points,i) 
     CALL bee8(bee,coord,points(i,1),points(i,2),det) 
     km=km+MATMUL(MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(bee),dee),bee)*det*weights(i) 
     eld(nodof:ndof:nodof)=eld(nodof:ndof:nodof)+fun(:)*det*weights(i) 
   END DO gauss_pts_1 
   CALL fsparv(kv,km,g,kdiag)  
   gravlo(g)=gravlo(g)-eld*prop(4,etype(iel)) 
 END DO elements_2 
!-----------------------factorise equations------------------------------- 
 CALL sparin(kv,kdiag)  
 pi=ACOS(-one) 
!-----------------------trial strength reduction factor loop-------------- 
 READ(10,*)tol,limit,nsrf  
 ALLOCATE(srf(nsrf))  
 READ(10,*)srf 
 WRITE(11,'(/A)')"    srf    max disp  iters" 
 srf_trials: DO iy=1,nsrf 
   dt=start_dt 
   DO i=1,np_types 
     phi=prop(1,i)  
     tnph=TAN(phi*pi/d180)  
     phif=ATAN(tnph/srf(iy))  
     snph=SIN(phif)  
     e=prop(5,i)  
     v=prop(6,i) 
     ddt=d4*(one+v)*(one-two*v)/(e*(one-two*v+snph**2))  
     IF(ddt<dt)dt=ddt 
   END DO  
   iters=0  
   bdylds=zero  
   evpt=zero  
   oldis=zero 
!-----------------------plastic iteration loop---------------------------- 
   its: DO 
     fmax=zero  
     iters=iters+1  
     loads=gravlo+bdylds  
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     CALL spabac(kv,loads,kdiag)  
     loads(0)=zero 
     IF(iy==1.AND.iters==1)elastic=loads 
!-----------------------check plastic convergence------------------------- 
     CALL checon(loads,oldis,tol,converged)  
     IF(iters==1)converged=.FALSE. 
     IF(converged.OR.iters==limit)bdylds=zero 
!-----------------------go round the Gauss Points ------------------------ 
     elements_3: DO iel=1,nels 
       bload=zero  
       phi=prop(1,etype(iel))  
       tnph=TAN(phi*pi/d180) 
       phif=ATAN(tnph/srf(iy))*d180/pi  
       psi=prop(3,etype(iel)) 
       tnps=TAN(psi*pi/d180)  
       psif=ATAN(tnps/srf(iy))*d180/pi 
       cf=prop(2,etype(iel))/srf(iy)  
       e=prop(5,etype(iel))  
       v=prop(6,etype(iel))  
       CALL deemat(dee,e,v)  
       num=g_num(:,iel) 
       coord=TRANSPOSE(g_coord(:,num))  
       g=g_g(:,iel)  
       eld=loads(g) 
       gauss_pts_2: DO i=1,nip 
         CALL bee8(bee,coord,points(i,1),points(i,2),det) 
         eps=MATMUL(bee,eld)  
         eps=eps-evpt(:,i,iel)  
         sigma=MATMUL(dee,eps) 
         CALL invar(sigma,sigm,dsbar,lode_theta) 
!-----------------------check whether yield is violated------------------- 
         CALL mocouf(phif,cf,sigm,dsbar,lode_theta,f)  
         IF(f>fmax)fmax=f 
         IF(converged.OR.iters==limit)THEN  
           devp=sigma  
         ELSE 
           IF(f>=zero.OR.(converged.OR.iters==limit))THEN 
             CALL mocouq(psif,dsbar,lode_theta,dq1,dq2,dq3) 
             CALL formm(sigma,m1,m2,m3)  
             flow=f*(m1*dq1+m2*dq2+m3*dq3) 
             erate=MATMUL(flow,sigma)  
             evp=erate*dt 
             evpt(:,i,iel)=evpt(:,i,iel)+evp  
             devp=MATMUL(dee,evp) 
           END IF 
         END IF 
         IF(f>=zero)THEN 
           eload=MATMUL(devp,bee)  
           bload=bload+eload*det*weights(i) 
         END IF 
       END DO gauss_pts_2 
!-----------------------compute the total bodyloads vector---------------- 
       bdylds(g)=bdylds(g)+bload  
       bdylds(0)=zero 
     END DO elements_3 
     WRITE(*,'(A,F7.2,A,I4,A,F8.3)')                                      & 
       "  srf",srf(iy),"  iteration",iters,"  F_max",fmax 
     IF(converged.OR.iters==limit)EXIT 
   END DO its  
   WRITE(11,'(F7.2,E12.4,I5)')srf(iy),MAXVAL(ABS(loads)),iters  
   IF(iters==limit)EXIT 
 END DO srf_trials 
 CALL dismsh(loads-elastic,nf,0.1_iwp,g_coord,g_num,argv,nlen,13) 
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 CALL vecmsh(loads-elastic,nf,0.1_iwp,0.25_iwp,g_coord,g_num,argv,nlen,14) 
STOP 
END PROGRAM p64 
 

Data File 

 

The data file is saved as follows: 
 
20.0  20.0  20.0  10.0  5.0 
20  10  10  5 
1 
20.0  15.0  0.0  20.0  1.0e5  0.3  
0.01  
6 
1.0  1.2  1.4  1.5  1.55  1.6 
 
 
 
The data file is constructed as follows: 
 
a  b  c  d  e 
f  g  h  i 
j 
k  l  m  n  o  p 
q 
r 
s 
 
a = Distance to the left of the slope 
b = Slope width 
c = Distance to the right of the slope 
d = height of slope 
e = foundation thickness 
f = number of columns along top/width of the 

slope 
g = number of columns to the right of the slope 
h = number of rows along height of the slope 
i = number of rows in slope foundation 

j = number of soil types 
k = friction angle 
l = cohesive strength 
m = psi 
n = unit weight of soil 
o = modulus of elasticity 
p = Poisson ratio 
q = nonlinear solver tolerance 
r = number of SRF values to test 
s = SRF trials 
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Code Modified with Bisectional Algorithm 

PROGRAM p64 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! Program 6.4 Plane strain slope stability analysis of an elastic-plastic 
!             (Mohr-Coulomb) material using 8-node rectangular 
!             quadrilaterals. Viscoplastic strain method. 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 USE main  
 USE geom  
 IMPLICIT NONE 
 INTEGER,PARAMETER::iwp=SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15) 
 INTEGER::i,iel,iters,iy,limit,ndim=2,ndof=16,nels,neq,nip=4,nlen,nn,     & 
   nod=8,nodof=2,nprops=6,np_types,nsrf=1000,nst=4,nx1,nx2,nye,ny1,ny2 
 REAL(iwp)::cf,ddt,det,dq1,dq2,dq3,dsbar,dt=1.0e15_iwp,d4=4.0_iwp,        & 
   d180=180.0_iwp,e,f,fmax,h1,h2,lode_theta,one=1.0_iwp,phi,phif,pi,psi,  & 
   psif,sigm,snph,start_dt=1.e15_iwp,s1,tnph,tnps,tol,two=2.0_iwp,v,w1,w2,& 
   zero=0.0_iwp,srf=0.3_iwp,srftol=0.01_iwp,mincon=-1.0_iwp,maxcon=0.0_iwp  
 CHARACTER(LEN=15)::argv,element='quadrilateral'  
 LOGICAL::converged,isdone=.FALSE.        
!-----------------------dynamic arrays------------------------------------ 
 INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE::etype(:),g(:),g_g(:,:),g_num(:,:),kdiag(:),nf(:,:), & 
   num(:)     
 REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE::bdylds(:),bee(:,:),bload(:),coord(:,:),dee(:,:),  & 
   devp(:),elastic(:),eld(:),eload(:),eps(:),erate(:),evp(:),evpt(:,:,:), & 
   flow(:,:),fun(:),gravlo(:),g_coord(:,:),km(:,:),kv(:),loads(:),m1(:,:),& 
   m2(:,:),m3(:,:),oldis(:),points(:,:),prop(:,:),sigma(:),               & 
   weights(:) 
!-----------------------input and initialisation-------------------------- 
 CALL getname(argv,nlen) 
 OPEN(10,FILE=argv(1:nlen)//'.dat')  
 OPEN(11,FILE=argv(1:nlen)//'.res') 
 READ(10,*)w1,s1,w2,h1,h2,nx1,nx2,ny1,ny2,np_types  
 nye=ny1+ny2 
 nels=nx1*nye+ny2*nx2  
 nn=(3*nye+2)*nx1+2*nye+1+(3*ny2+2)*nx2 
 ALLOCATE(nf(nodof,nn),points(nip,ndim),weights(nip),g_coord(ndim,nn),    & 
   num(nod),dee(nst,nst),evpt(nst,nip,nels),coord(nod,ndim),fun(nod),     & 
   g_g(ndof,nels),g_num(nod,nels),bee(nst,ndof),km(ndof,ndof),eld(ndof),  & 
   eps(nst),sigma(nst),bload(ndof),eload(ndof),erate(nst),evp(nst),       & 
   devp(nst),g(ndof),m1(nst,nst),m2(nst,nst),m3(nst,nst),flow(nst,nst),   & 
   prop(nprops,np_types),etype(nels)) 
 READ(10,*)prop  
 etype=1  
 IF(np_types>1)READ(10,*)etype 
 CALL emb_2d_bc(nx1,nx2,ny1,ny2,nf)  
 neq=MAXVAL(nf)     
 ALLOCATE(kdiag(neq),loads(0:neq),bdylds(0:neq),oldis(0:neq),             & 
   gravlo(0:neq),elastic(0:neq))  
   kdiag=0 
!-----------------------loop the elements to find global arrays sizes----- 
 elements_1: DO iel=1,nels 
   CALL emb_2d_geom(iel,nx1,nx2,ny1,ny2,w1,s1,w2,h1,h2,coord,num) 
   CALL num_to_g(num,nf,g)  
   g_num(:,iel)=num 
   g_coord(:,num)=TRANSPOSE(coord)  
   g_g(:,iel)=g  
   CALL fkdiag(kdiag,g) 
 END DO elements_1  
 CALL mesh(g_coord,g_num,argv,nlen,12) 
 DO i=2,neq  
   kdiag(i)=kdiag(i)+kdiag(i-1)  
 END DO  
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 ALLOCATE(kv(kdiag(neq))) 
 WRITE(11,'(2(A,i7))')                                                    & 
   " There are",neq," equations and the skyline storage is",kdiag(neq) 
 CALL sample(element,points,weights)  
 kv=zero  
 gravlo=zero  
!-----------------------element stiffness integration and assembly-------- 
 elements_2: DO iel=1,nels 
   CALL deemat(dee,prop(5,etype(iel)),prop(6,etype(iel)))  
   num=g_num(:,iel) 
   coord=TRANSPOSE(g_coord(:,num))  
   g=g_g(:,iel)  
   km=zero  
   eld=zero 
   gauss_pts_1: DO i=1,nip 
     CALL shape_fun(fun,points,i) 
     CALL bee8(bee,coord,points(i,1),points(i,2),det) 
     km=km+MATMUL(MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(bee),dee),bee)*det*weights(i) 
     eld(nodof:ndof:nodof)=eld(nodof:ndof:nodof)+fun(:)*det*weights(i) 
   END DO gauss_pts_1 
   CALL fsparv(kv,km,g,kdiag)  
   gravlo(g)=gravlo(g)-eld*prop(4,etype(iel)) 
 END DO elements_2 
!-----------------------factorise equations------------------------------- 
 CALL sparin(kv,kdiag)  
 pi=ACOS(-one) 
!-----------------------trial strength reduction factor loop-------------- 
 READ(10,*)tol,limit 
 WRITE(11,'(/A)')"    srf    max disp  iters" 
 srf_trials: DO iy=1,nsrf 
   dt=start_dt 
   DO i=1,np_types 
     phi=prop(1,i)  
     tnph=TAN(phi*pi/d180)  
     phif=ATAN(tnph/srf)  
     snph=SIN(phif)  
     e=prop(5,i)  
     v=prop(6,i) 
     ddt=d4*(one+v)*(one-two*v)/(e*(one-two*v+snph**2))  
     IF(ddt<dt)dt=ddt 
   END DO  
   iters=0  
   bdylds=zero  
   evpt=zero  
   oldis=zero 
!-----------------------plastic iteration loop---------------------------- 
   its: DO 
     fmax=zero  
     iters=iters+1  
     loads=gravlo+bdylds  
     CALL spabac(kv,loads,kdiag)  
     loads(0)=zero 
     IF(iy==1.AND.iters==1)elastic=loads 
!-----------------------check plastic convergence------------------------- 
     CALL checon(loads,oldis,tol,converged)  
     IF(iters==1)converged=.FALSE. 
     IF(converged.OR.iters==limit)bdylds=zero 
!-----------------------go round the Gauss Points ------------------------ 
     elements_3: DO iel=1,nels 
       bload=zero  
       phi=prop(1,etype(iel))  
       tnph=TAN(phi*pi/d180) 
       phif=ATAN(tnph/srf)*d180/pi  
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       psi=prop(3,etype(iel)) 
       tnps=TAN(psi*pi/d180)  
       psif=ATAN(tnps/srf)*d180/pi 
       cf=prop(2,etype(iel))/srf  
       e=prop(5,etype(iel))  
       v=prop(6,etype(iel))  
       CALL deemat(dee,e,v)  
       num=g_num(:,iel) 
       coord=TRANSPOSE(g_coord(:,num))  
       g=g_g(:,iel)  
       eld=loads(g) 
       gauss_pts_2: DO i=1,nip 
         CALL bee8(bee,coord,points(i,1),points(i,2),det) 
         eps=MATMUL(bee,eld)  
         eps=eps-evpt(:,i,iel)  
         sigma=MATMUL(dee,eps) 
         CALL invar(sigma,sigm,dsbar,lode_theta) 
!-----------------------check whether yield is violated------------------- 
         CALL mocouf(phif,cf,sigm,dsbar,lode_theta,f)  
         IF(f>fmax)fmax=f 
         IF(converged.OR.iters==limit)THEN  
           devp=sigma  
         ELSE 
           IF(f>=zero.OR.(converged.OR.iters==limit))THEN 
             CALL mocouq(psif,dsbar,lode_theta,dq1,dq2,dq3) 
             CALL formm(sigma,m1,m2,m3)  
             flow=f*(m1*dq1+m2*dq2+m3*dq3) 
             erate=MATMUL(flow,sigma)  
             evp=erate*dt 
             evpt(:,i,iel)=evpt(:,i,iel)+evp  
             devp=MATMUL(dee,evp) 
           END IF 
         END IF 
         IF(f>=zero)THEN 
           eload=MATMUL(devp,bee)  
           bload=bload+eload*det*weights(i) 
         END IF 
       END DO gauss_pts_2 
!-----------------------compute the total bodyloads vector---------------- 
       bdylds(g)=bdylds(g)+bload  
       bdylds(0)=zero 
     END DO elements_3 
     WRITE(*,'(A,F7.2,A,I4,A,F8.3)')                                      & 
       "  srf",srf,"  iteration",iters,"  F_max",fmax 
     IF(converged.OR.iters==limit)EXIT 
   END DO its  
   WRITE(11,'(F7.2,E12.4,I5)')srf,MAXVAL(ABS(loads)),iters  
   CALL algbis(srf,iters,limit,isdone,mincon,maxcon,srftol) 
   IF(isdone)EXIT 
 END DO srf_trials 
 CALL dismsh(loads-elastic,nf,0.1_iwp,g_coord,g_num,argv,nlen,13) 
 CALL vecmsh(loads-elastic,nf,0.1_iwp,0.25_iwp,g_coord,g_num,argv,nlen,14) 
STOP 
END PROGRAM p64 
 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------! 
! Written by Richard Farnsworth - 2/21/2015                              ! 
! PURPOSE: bisectional algorithm                                         ! 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------! 
SUBROUTINE algbis(srf,iters,limit,isdone,mincon,maxcon,srftol) 
! Declarations 
 INTEGER,PARAMETER::iwp=SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15) 
 INTEGER,INTENT(IN)::iters,limit 
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 REAL(iwp),INTENT(INOUT)::srf,mincon,maxcon 
 REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN)::srftol 
 REAL(iwp)::step=0.15_iwp 
 LOGICAL,INTENT(INOUT)::isdone 
!-----Update Bounds----- 
 IF(iters==limit)THEN 
  mincon=srf 
 ELSE 
  maxcon=srf 
 END IF 
 !-----Test whether to bisect or advance----- 
IF(mincon==-1)THEN 
  srf=srf+step 
 ELSE 
!-----Is the solution within tolerance?----- 
  IF((mincon-maxcon)<=srftol)THEN 
   isdone=.TRUE. 
  ELSE 
   srf=maxcon+(mincon-maxcon)*0.5_iwp 
  END IF  
 END IF  
END 
 

Data File 

 

The data file is saved as follows: 
 

20.0  20.0  20.0  10.0  5.0 
20  10  10  5 
1 
20.0  15.0  0.0  20.0  1.0e5  0.3  
0.0001 500 
 
 
The data file is constructed as follows: 
 
a  b  c  d  e 
f  g  h  i 
j 
k  l  m  n  o  p 
q  r 
 
a = Distance to the left of the slope 
b = Slope width 
c = Distance to the right of the slope 
d = height of slope 
e = foundation thickness 
f = number of columns along top/width of the 

slope 
g = number of columns to the right of the slope 
h = number of rows along height of the slope 
i = number of rows in slope foundation 

j = number of soil types 
k = friction angle 
l = cohesive strength 
m = psi 
n = unit weight of soil 
o = modulus of elasticity 
p = Poisson ratio 
q = nonlinear solver tolerance 
r = iteration ceiling
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Code Modified With Weighted Bisectional Algorithm 

PROGRAM p64 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! Program 6.4 Plane strain slope stability analysis of an elastic-plastic 
!             (Mohr-Coulomb) material using 8-node rectangular 
!             quadrilaterals. Viscoplastic strain method. 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 USE main  
 USE geom  
 IMPLICIT NONE 
 INTEGER,PARAMETER::iwp=SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15) 
 INTEGER::i,iel,iters,iy,limit,ndim=2,ndof=16,nels,neq,nip=4,nlen,nn,     & 
   nod=8,nodof=2,nprops=6,np_types,nsrf=1000,nst=4,nx1,nx2,nye,ny1,ny2 
 REAL(iwp)::cf,ddt,det,dq1,dq2,dq3,dsbar,dt=1.0e15_iwp,d4=4.0_iwp,        & 
   d180=180.0_iwp,e,f,fmax,h1,h2,lode_theta,one=1.0_iwp,phi,phif,pi,psi,  & 
   psif,sigm,snph,start_dt=1.e15_iwp,s1,tnph,tnps,tol,two=2.0_iwp,v,w1,w2,& 
   zero=0.0_iwp,srf=0.3_iwp,srftol=0.01_iwp,mincon=-1.0_iwp,maxcon=0.0_iwp  
 CHARACTER(LEN=15)::argv,element='quadrilateral'  
 LOGICAL::converged,isdone=.FALSE.        
!-----------------------dynamic arrays------------------------------------ 
 INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE::etype(:),g(:),g_g(:,:),g_num(:,:),kdiag(:),nf(:,:), & 
   num(:)     
 REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE::bdylds(:),bee(:,:),bload(:),coord(:,:),dee(:,:),  & 
   devp(:),elastic(:),eld(:),eload(:),eps(:),erate(:),evp(:),evpt(:,:,:), & 
   flow(:,:),fun(:),gravlo(:),g_coord(:,:),km(:,:),kv(:),loads(:),m1(:,:),& 
   m2(:,:),m3(:,:),oldis(:),points(:,:),prop(:,:),sigma(:),               & 
   weights(:) 
!-----------------------input and initialisation-------------------------- 
 CALL getname(argv,nlen) 
 OPEN(10,FILE=argv(1:nlen)//'.dat')  
 OPEN(11,FILE=argv(1:nlen)//'.res') 
 READ(10,*)w1,s1,w2,h1,h2,nx1,nx2,ny1,ny2,np_types  
 nye=ny1+ny2 
 nels=nx1*nye+ny2*nx2  
 nn=(3*nye+2)*nx1+2*nye+1+(3*ny2+2)*nx2 
 ALLOCATE(nf(nodof,nn),points(nip,ndim),weights(nip),g_coord(ndim,nn),    & 
   num(nod),dee(nst,nst),evpt(nst,nip,nels),coord(nod,ndim),fun(nod),     & 
   g_g(ndof,nels),g_num(nod,nels),bee(nst,ndof),km(ndof,ndof),eld(ndof),  & 
   eps(nst),sigma(nst),bload(ndof),eload(ndof),erate(nst),evp(nst),       & 
   devp(nst),g(ndof),m1(nst,nst),m2(nst,nst),m3(nst,nst),flow(nst,nst),   & 
   prop(nprops,np_types),etype(nels)) 
 READ(10,*)prop  
 etype=1  
 IF(np_types>1)READ(10,*)etype 
 CALL emb_2d_bc(nx1,nx2,ny1,ny2,nf)  
 neq=MAXVAL(nf)     
 ALLOCATE(kdiag(neq),loads(0:neq),bdylds(0:neq),oldis(0:neq),             & 
   gravlo(0:neq),elastic(0:neq))  
   kdiag=0 
!-----------------------loop the elements to find global arrays sizes----- 
 elements_1: DO iel=1,nels 
   CALL emb_2d_geom(iel,nx1,nx2,ny1,ny2,w1,s1,w2,h1,h2,coord,num) 
   CALL num_to_g(num,nf,g)  
   g_num(:,iel)=num 
   g_coord(:,num)=TRANSPOSE(coord)  
   g_g(:,iel)=g  
   CALL fkdiag(kdiag,g) 
 END DO elements_1  
 CALL mesh(g_coord,g_num,argv,nlen,12) 
 DO i=2,neq  
   kdiag(i)=kdiag(i)+kdiag(i-1)  
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 END DO  
 ALLOCATE(kv(kdiag(neq))) 
 WRITE(11,'(2(A,i7))')                                                    & 
   " There are",neq," equations and the skyline storage is",kdiag(neq) 
 CALL sample(element,points,weights)  
 kv=zero  
 gravlo=zero  
!-----------------------element stiffness integration and assembly-------- 
 elements_2: DO iel=1,nels 
   CALL deemat(dee,prop(5,etype(iel)),prop(6,etype(iel)))  
   num=g_num(:,iel) 
   coord=TRANSPOSE(g_coord(:,num))  
   g=g_g(:,iel)  
   km=zero  
   eld=zero 
   gauss_pts_1: DO i=1,nip 
     CALL shape_fun(fun,points,i) 
     CALL bee8(bee,coord,points(i,1),points(i,2),det) 
     km=km+MATMUL(MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(bee),dee),bee)*det*weights(i) 
     eld(nodof:ndof:nodof)=eld(nodof:ndof:nodof)+fun(:)*det*weights(i) 
   END DO gauss_pts_1 
   CALL fsparv(kv,km,g,kdiag)  
   gravlo(g)=gravlo(g)-eld*prop(4,etype(iel)) 
 END DO elements_2 
!-----------------------factorise equations------------------------------- 
 CALL sparin(kv,kdiag)  
 pi=ACOS(-one) 
!-----------------------trial strength reduction factor loop-------------- 
 READ(10,*)tol,limit 
 WRITE(11,'(/A)')"    srf    max disp  iters" 
 srf_trials: DO iy=1,nsrf 
   dt=start_dt 
   DO i=1,np_types 
     phi=prop(1,i)  
     tnph=TAN(phi*pi/d180)  
     phif=ATAN(tnph/srf)  
     snph=SIN(phif)  
     e=prop(5,i)  
     v=prop(6,i) 
     ddt=d4*(one+v)*(one-two*v)/(e*(one-two*v+snph**2))  
     IF(ddt<dt)dt=ddt 
   END DO  
   iters=0  
   bdylds=zero  
   evpt=zero  
   oldis=zero 
!-----------------------plastic iteration loop---------------------------- 
   its: DO 
     fmax=zero  
     iters=iters+1  
     loads=gravlo+bdylds  
     CALL spabac(kv,loads,kdiag)  
     loads(0)=zero 
     IF(iy==1.AND.iters==1)elastic=loads 
!-----------------------check plastic convergence------------------------- 
     CALL checon(loads,oldis,tol,converged)  
     IF(iters==1)converged=.FALSE. 
     IF(converged.OR.iters==limit)bdylds=zero 
!-----------------------go round the Gauss Points ------------------------ 
     elements_3: DO iel=1,nels 
       bload=zero  
       phi=prop(1,etype(iel))  
       tnph=TAN(phi*pi/d180) 
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       phif=ATAN(tnph/srf)*d180/pi  
       psi=prop(3,etype(iel)) 
       tnps=TAN(psi*pi/d180)  
       psif=ATAN(tnps/srf)*d180/pi 
       cf=prop(2,etype(iel))/srf  
       e=prop(5,etype(iel))  
       v=prop(6,etype(iel))  
       CALL deemat(dee,e,v)  
       num=g_num(:,iel) 
       coord=TRANSPOSE(g_coord(:,num))  
       g=g_g(:,iel)  
       eld=loads(g) 
       gauss_pts_2: DO i=1,nip 
         CALL bee8(bee,coord,points(i,1),points(i,2),det) 
         eps=MATMUL(bee,eld)  
         eps=eps-evpt(:,i,iel)  
         sigma=MATMUL(dee,eps) 
         CALL invar(sigma,sigm,dsbar,lode_theta) 
!-----------------------check whether yield is violated------------------- 
         CALL mocouf(phif,cf,sigm,dsbar,lode_theta,f)  
         IF(f>fmax)fmax=f 
         IF(converged.OR.iters==limit)THEN  
           devp=sigma  
         ELSE 
           IF(f>=zero.OR.(converged.OR.iters==limit))THEN 
             CALL mocouq(psif,dsbar,lode_theta,dq1,dq2,dq3) 
             CALL formm(sigma,m1,m2,m3)  
             flow=f*(m1*dq1+m2*dq2+m3*dq3) 
             erate=MATMUL(flow,sigma)  
             evp=erate*dt 
             evpt(:,i,iel)=evpt(:,i,iel)+evp  
             devp=MATMUL(dee,evp) 
           END IF 
         END IF 
         IF(f>=zero)THEN 
           eload=MATMUL(devp,bee)  
           bload=bload+eload*det*weights(i) 
         END IF 
       END DO gauss_pts_2 
!-----------------------compute the total bodyloads vector---------------- 
       bdylds(g)=bdylds(g)+bload  
       bdylds(0)=zero 
     END DO elements_3 
     WRITE(*,'(A,F7.2,A,I4,A,F8.3)')                                      & 
       "  srf",srf,"  iteration",iters,"  F_max",fmax 
     IF(converged.OR.iters==limit)EXIT 
   END DO its  
   WRITE(11,'(F7.2,E12.4,I5)')srf,MAXVAL(ABS(loads)),iters  
   CALL algwbs(srf,iters,limit,isdone,mincon,maxcon,srftol) 
   IF(isdone)EXIT 
 END DO srf_trials 
 CALL dismsh(loads-elastic,nf,0.1_iwp,g_coord,g_num,argv,nlen,13) 
 CALL vecmsh(loads-elastic,nf,0.1_iwp,0.25_iwp,g_coord,g_num,argv,nlen,14) 
STOP 
END PROGRAM p64 
 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------! 
! Written by Richard Farnsworth - 2/21/2015                              ! 
! PURPOSE: weighted bisectional algorithm                                         ! 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------! 
SUBROUTINE algwbs(srf,iters,limit,isdone,mincon,maxcon,srftol) 
! Declarations 
 INTEGER,PARAMETER::iwp=SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15) 
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 INTEGER,INTENT(IN)::iters,limit 
 REAL(iwp),INTENT(INOUT)::srf,mincon,maxcon 
 REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN)::srftol 
 REAL(iwp)::step=0.15_iwp 
 LOGICAL,INTENT(INOUT)::isdone 
!-----Update Bounds----- 
 IF(iters==limit)THEN 
  mincon=srf 
 ELSE 
  maxcon=srf 
 END IF 
!-----Test whether to bisect or advance----- 
 IF(mincon==-1)THEN 
  srf=srf+step 
 ELSE 
!-----Is the solution within tolerance?----- 
  IF((mincon-maxcon)<=srftol)THEN 
   isdone=.TRUE. 
  ELSE 
   srf=maxcon+(mincon-maxcon)*0.4_iwp !<--- This is the weighted part 
  END IF  
 END IF  
END 
 

Data File 

 

The data file is saved as follows: 
 

20.0  20.0  20.0  10.0  5.0 
20  10  10  5 
1 
20.0  15.0  0.0  20.0  1.0e5  0.3  
0.0001 500 
 
 
The data file is constructed as follows: 
 
a  b  c  d  e 
f  g  h  i 
j 
k  l  m  n  o  p 
q  r 
 
a = Distance to the left of the slope 
b = Slope width 
c = Distance to the right of the slope 
d = height of slope 
e = foundation thickness 
f = number of columns along top/width of the 

slope 
g = number of columns to the right of the slope 
h = number of rows along height of the slope 
i = number of rows in slope foundation 

j = number of soil types 
k = friction angle 
l = cohesive strength 
m = psi 
n = unit weight of soil 
o = modulus of elasticity 
p = Poisson ratio 
q = nonlinear solver tolerance 
r = iteration ceiling
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Code Modified With FG-Adaptive Algorithm 

PROGRAM p64 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! Program 6.4 Plane strain slope stability analysis of an elastic-plastic 
!             (Mohr-Coulomb) material using 8-node rectangular 
!             quadrilaterals. Viscoplastic strain method. 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 USE main  
 USE geom  
 IMPLICIT NONE 
 INTEGER,PARAMETER::iwp=SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15) 
 INTEGER::i,iel,iters,iy,limit,ndim=2,ndof=16,nels,neq,nip=4,nlen,nn,     & 
   nod=8,nodof=2,nprops=6,np_types,nsrf=1000,nst=4,nx1,nx2,nye,ny1,ny2 
 REAL(iwp)::cf,ddt,det,dq1,dq2,dq3,dsbar,dt=1.0e15_iwp,d4=4.0_iwp,        & 
   d180=180.0_iwp,e,f,fmax,h1,h2,lode_theta,one=1.0_iwp,phi,phif,pi,psi,  & 
   psif,sigm,snph,start_dt=1.e15_iwp,s1,tnph,tnps,tol,two=2.0_iwp,v,w1,w2,& 
   zero=0.0_iwp,srf=0.4_iwp,srftol=0.01_iwp,mincon=-1.0_iwp,              & 
   maxcon=0.0_iwp,step,p,fw  
 CHARACTER(LEN=15)::argv,element='quadrilateral'  
 LOGICAL::converged,isdone=.FALSE.        
!-----------------------dynamic arrays------------------------------------ 
 INTEGER,ALLOCATABLE::etype(:),g(:),g_g(:,:),g_num(:,:),kdiag(:),nf(:,:), & 
   num(:)     
 REAL(iwp),ALLOCATABLE::bdylds(:),bee(:,:),bload(:),coord(:,:),dee(:,:),  & 
   devp(:),elastic(:),eld(:),eload(:),eps(:),erate(:),evp(:),evpt(:,:,:), & 
   flow(:,:),fun(:),gravlo(:),g_coord(:,:),km(:,:),kv(:),loads(:),m1(:,:),& 
   m2(:,:),m3(:,:),oldis(:),points(:,:),prop(:,:),sigma(:),               & 
   weights(:) 
!-----------------------input and initialisation-------------------------- 
 CALL getname(argv,nlen) 
 OPEN(10,FILE=argv(1:nlen)//'.dat')  
 OPEN(11,FILE=argv(1:nlen)//'.res') 
 READ(10,*)w1,s1,w2,h1,h2,nx1,nx2,ny1,ny2,np_types  
 nye=ny1+ny2 
 nels=nx1*nye+ny2*nx2  
 nn=(3*nye+2)*nx1+2*nye+1+(3*ny2+2)*nx2 
 ALLOCATE(nf(nodof,nn),points(nip,ndim),weights(nip),g_coord(ndim,nn),    & 
   num(nod),dee(nst,nst),evpt(nst,nip,nels),coord(nod,ndim),fun(nod),     & 
   g_g(ndof,nels),g_num(nod,nels),bee(nst,ndof),km(ndof,ndof),eld(ndof),  & 
   eps(nst),sigma(nst),bload(ndof),eload(ndof),erate(nst),evp(nst),       & 
   devp(nst),g(ndof),m1(nst,nst),m2(nst,nst),m3(nst,nst),flow(nst,nst),   & 
   prop(nprops,np_types),etype(nels)) 
 READ(10,*)prop  
 etype=1  
 IF(np_types>1)READ(10,*)etype 
 CALL emb_2d_bc(nx1,nx2,ny1,ny2,nf)  
 neq=MAXVAL(nf)     
 ALLOCATE(kdiag(neq),loads(0:neq),bdylds(0:neq),oldis(0:neq),             & 
   gravlo(0:neq),elastic(0:neq))  
   kdiag=0 
!-----------------------loop the elements to find global arrays sizes----- 
 elements_1: DO iel=1,nels 
   CALL emb_2d_geom(iel,nx1,nx2,ny1,ny2,w1,s1,w2,h1,h2,coord,num) 
   CALL num_to_g(num,nf,g)  
   g_num(:,iel)=num 
   g_coord(:,num)=TRANSPOSE(coord)  
   g_g(:,iel)=g  
   CALL fkdiag(kdiag,g) 
 END DO elements_1  
 CALL mesh(g_coord,g_num,argv,nlen,12) 
 DO i=2,neq  
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   kdiag(i)=kdiag(i)+kdiag(i-1)  
 END DO  
 ALLOCATE(kv(kdiag(neq))) 
 WRITE(11,'(2(A,i7))')                                                    & 
   " There are",neq," equations and the skyline storage is",kdiag(neq) 
 CALL sample(element,points,weights)  
 kv=zero  
 gravlo=zero  
!-----------------------element stiffness integration and assembly-------- 
 elements_2: DO iel=1,nels 
   CALL deemat(dee,prop(5,etype(iel)),prop(6,etype(iel)))  
   num=g_num(:,iel) 
   coord=TRANSPOSE(g_coord(:,num))  
   g=g_g(:,iel)  
   km=zero  
   eld=zero 
   gauss_pts_1: DO i=1,nip 
     CALL shape_fun(fun,points,i) 
     CALL bee8(bee,coord,points(i,1),points(i,2),det) 
     km=km+MATMUL(MATMUL(TRANSPOSE(bee),dee),bee)*det*weights(i) 
     eld(nodof:ndof:nodof)=eld(nodof:ndof:nodof)+fun(:)*det*weights(i) 
   END DO gauss_pts_1 
   CALL fsparv(kv,km,g,kdiag)  
   gravlo(g)=gravlo(g)-eld*prop(4,etype(iel)) 
 END DO elements_2 
!-----------------------factorise equations------------------------------- 
 CALL sparin(kv,kdiag)  
 pi=ACOS(-one) 
!-----------------------trial strength reduction factor loop-------------- 
 READ(10,*)tol,limit,step,p,fw 
 WRITE(11,'(/A)')"    srf    max disp  iters" 
 srf_trials: DO iy=1,nsrf 
   dt=start_dt 
   DO i=1,np_types 
     phi=prop(1,i)  
     tnph=TAN(phi*pi/d180)  
     phif=ATAN(tnph/srf)  
     snph=SIN(phif)  
     e=prop(5,i)  
     v=prop(6,i) 
     ddt=d4*(one+v)*(one-two*v)/(e*(one-two*v+snph**2))  
     IF(ddt<dt)dt=ddt 
   END DO  
   iters=0  
   bdylds=zero  
   evpt=zero  
   oldis=zero 
!-----------------------plastic iteration loop---------------------------- 
   its: DO 
     fmax=zero  
     iters=iters+1  
     loads=gravlo+bdylds  
     CALL spabac(kv,loads,kdiag)  
     loads(0)=zero 
     IF(iy==1.AND.iters==1)elastic=loads 
!-----------------------check plastic convergence------------------------- 
     CALL checon(loads,oldis,tol,converged)  
     IF(iters==1)converged=.FALSE. 
     IF(converged.OR.iters==limit)bdylds=zero 
!-----------------------go round the Gauss Points ------------------------ 
     elements_3: DO iel=1,nels 
       bload=zero  
       phi=prop(1,etype(iel))  
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       tnph=TAN(phi*pi/d180) 
       phif=ATAN(tnph/srf)*d180/pi  
       psi=prop(3,etype(iel)) 
       tnps=TAN(psi*pi/d180)  
       psif=ATAN(tnps/srf)*d180/pi 
       cf=prop(2,etype(iel))/srf  
       e=prop(5,etype(iel))  
       v=prop(6,etype(iel))  
       CALL deemat(dee,e,v)  
       num=g_num(:,iel) 
       coord=TRANSPOSE(g_coord(:,num))  
       g=g_g(:,iel)  
       eld=loads(g) 
       gauss_pts_2: DO i=1,nip 
         CALL bee8(bee,coord,points(i,1),points(i,2),det) 
         eps=MATMUL(bee,eld)  
         eps=eps-evpt(:,i,iel)  
         sigma=MATMUL(dee,eps) 
         CALL invar(sigma,sigm,dsbar,lode_theta) 
!-----------------------check whether yield is violated------------------- 
         CALL mocouf(phif,cf,sigm,dsbar,lode_theta,f)  
         IF(f>fmax)fmax=f 
         IF(converged.OR.iters==limit)THEN  
           devp=sigma  
         ELSE 
           IF(f>=zero.OR.(converged.OR.iters==limit))THEN 
             CALL mocouq(psif,dsbar,lode_theta,dq1,dq2,dq3) 
             CALL formm(sigma,m1,m2,m3)  
             flow=f*(m1*dq1+m2*dq2+m3*dq3) 
             erate=MATMUL(flow,sigma)  
             evp=erate*dt 
             evpt(:,i,iel)=evpt(:,i,iel)+evp  
             devp=MATMUL(dee,evp) 
           END IF 
         END IF 
         IF(f>=zero)THEN 
           eload=MATMUL(devp,bee)  
           bload=bload+eload*det*weights(i) 
         END IF 
       END DO gauss_pts_2 
!-----------------------compute the total bodyloads vector---------------- 
       bdylds(g)=bdylds(g)+bload  
       bdylds(0)=zero 
     END DO elements_3 
     WRITE(*,'(A,F7.2,A,I4,A,F8.3)')                                      & 
       "  srf",srf,"  iteration",iters,"  F_max",fmax 
     IF(converged.OR.iters==limit)EXIT 
   END DO its  
   WRITE(11,'(F7.2,E12.4,I5)')srf,MAXVAL(ABS(loads)),iters  
   CALL algfga(srf,iters,limit,isdone,mincon,maxcon,srftol,step,p,fw) 
   IF(isdone)EXIT 
 END DO srf_trials 
 CALL dismsh(loads-elastic,nf,0.1_iwp,g_coord,g_num,argv,nlen,13) 
 CALL vecmsh(loads-elastic,nf,0.1_iwp,0.25_iwp,g_coord,g_num,argv,nlen,14) 
STOP 
END PROGRAM p64 
 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------! 
! Written by Richard Farnsworth - 2/21/2015                              ! 
! PURPOSE: farsworth algorithm                                         ! 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------! 
SUBROUTINE algfga(srf,iters,limit,isdone,mincon,maxcon,srftol,step,p,fw) 
! Declarations 
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 INTEGER,PARAMETER::iwp=SELECTED_REAL_KIND(15) 
 INTEGER,INTENT(IN)::iters,limit 
 REAL(iwp),INTENT(INOUT)::srf,step,mincon,maxcon 
 REAL(iwp),INTENT(IN)::srftol,p,fw 
 REAL(iwp)::r,i,l 
 LOGICAL,INTENT(INOUT)::isdone 
!-----Advance SRF if not converged----- 
 IF(iters==limit)THEN 
  mincon=srf 
  srf=maxcon+(mincon-maxcon)*fw 
  step=step*fw 
 ELSE 
  maxcon=srf 
  l=limit/2 
  i=MIN(iters,l) 
  r=(step-srftol*0.9_iwp)*(1.0_iwp-(LOG(i)/LOG(l))**p)+srftol*0.9_iwp 
  srf=srf+MAX(r,srftol*0.9_iwp) 
  WRITE(*,*)i,l,r 
 END IF 
 IF((mincon>=0).AND.((mincon-maxcon)<=srftol))THEN 
  isdone=.TRUE.  
 END IF  
END 
 

Data File 

 

The data file is saved as follows: 
 

20.0  20.0  20.0  10.0  5.0 
20  10  10  5 
1 
20.0  15.0  0.0  20.0  1.0e5  0.3  
0.0001 500 
 
The data file is constructed as follows: 
 
a  b  c  d  e 
f  g  h  i 
j 
k  l  m  n  o  p 
q  r  s  t 
 
a = Distance to the left of the slope 
b = Slope width 
c = Distance to the right of the slope 
d = height of slope 
e = foundation thickness 
f = number of columns along top/width of the 

slope 
g = number of columns to the right of the slope 
h = number of rows along height of the slope 
i = number of rows in slope foundation 
j = number of soil types 

k = friction angle 
l = cohesive strength 
m = psi 
n = unit weight of soil 
o = modulus of elasticity 
p = Poisson ratio 
q = nonlinear solver tolerance 
r = iteration ceiling 
s = curvature parameter 
t = weighting coefficient
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APPENDIX B 

OPTIMIZATION CODE 

This appendix is not intended to be an exhaustive listing of code files used in optimization, but an 

explanation of the methods and files used. The raw files are included in Appendix D, and some of the 

cods is also included herein. 

The code is divided into two sections: SlopeAlgorithmOptimizer, which is a stand-alone program, 

and DataAnalyzer, which is also a stand-alone program. The function of SlopeAlgorithmOptimizer is to 

perform the actual optimization and dump the results to files. DataAnalyzer then converts the files into 

database entries using the schema provided in Appendix C. DataAnalyzer also finds the parameter ranges 

that produce the top N-percent most efficient results. DataAnalyzer is a separate from 

SlopeAlgorithmOptimizer because it was written afterwards. It was easier to produce a separate program 

than it was to reconfigure SlopeAlgorithmOptimizer to interface directly with the database. 

SlopeAlgorithmOptimizer 

SlopeAlgorithmOptimizer consists of four main classes and six algorithm-related classes. They 

will be introduced in order from most general to most specific. 

Form1.vb 

Form1 contains all information related to the display and function of the graphical user interface. 

There are spaces provided for input of the directories containing the following files: 

 

 
Figure B-1: Screenshot of the main graphical user interface for the optimization code. 
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1. Results – simulation outputs (*.res) from p64 as it currently stands. The results should 

include SRF trials that are spaced closely enough to define a meaningful iteration curve. 

2. Inputs – simulation input files (*.dat). These files are used for looking up the iteration ceiling 

to determine whether or not the model reached the non-convergent range. 

3. Save – The directory where output files from the optimizer are stored. 

4. Number of Samples – The number of Monte Carlo simulations to perform. 

 

The four inputs may be saved in a settings file and recalled later. This is useful when refining 

parameter ranges and re-running the code. 

MasterData.vb 

The code for MasterData is displayed below. MasterData contains three subroutines. They are the 

constructor (New), SetAlgorithms, and Run. The constructor loads all result files and prepares them for 

the Monte Carlo Simulations. SetAlgorithms sets the parameter ranges for each algorithm and adds the 

algorithms to the list of algorithms to test. The Run function performs the analysis and saves the output 

files. 

 
Public Class MasterData 
    Public MyFiles As List(Of DataFile) 
    Public MyAlgorithms As List(Of Algorithm) 
 
    Public Sub New(ByVal sResPath As String, ByVal sInPath As String) 
        MyFiles = New List(Of DataFile) 
        'read 
        Form1.Message("Loading Files...") 
        For Each sFile As String In My.Computer.FileSystem.GetFiles(sResPath) 
            MyFiles.Add(New DataFile(sFile)) 
            'Filter bad results 
            'If MyFiles(MyFiles.Count - 1).MyData.Count <= 5 Or 
MyFiles(MyFiles.Count - 1).GetIterationLimit() <> MyFiles(MyFiles.Count - 
1).GetIterationLimit(sInPath) Then 
            'MyFiles.RemoveAt(MyFiles.Count - 1) 
            'End If 
        Next 
    End Sub 
    Public Sub setAlgorithms() 
        MyAlgorithms = New List(Of Algorithm) 
 
        Dim a1 As New BisectionalAlgorithm 
        a1.InitialStep = New MyVar(0.1, 0.5, "Initial Step") 
        a1.Resolution = New MyVar(0.01, 0.01, "Resolution") 
        a1.StepSize = New MyVar(0.1, 1.0, "Step Size") 
        MyAlgorithms.Add(a1) 
 
        Dim a2 As New WeightedBisectionalAlgorithm 
        a2.InitialStep = New MyVar(0.1, 0.5, "Initial Step") 
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        a2.Resolution = New MyVar(0.01, 0.01, "Resolution") 
        a2.StepSize = New MyVar(0.1, 1.0, "Step Size") 
        a2.StepFrac = New MyVar(0.01, 0.99, "Step Fraction") 
        MyAlgorithms.Add(a2) 
 
        Dim a3 As New FarnsworthAlgorithmFunction 
        a3.InitialStep = New MyVar(0.1, 1.0, "Initial Step") 
        a3.Resolution = New MyVar(0.01, 0.01, "Resolution") 
        a3.StepSize = New MyVar(0.1, 1.0, "Step Size") 
        a3.stepfrac = New MyVar(0.01, 0.99, "Step Fraction") 
        a3.Power = New MyVar(0.1, 10, "Power") 
        a3.LogTransform = New MyVar(1.0, 1.0, "Log Transform") 
        MyAlgorithms.Add(a3) 
 
        Dim a4 As New FarnsworthAlgorithmParam 
        a4.InitialStep = New MyVar(0.1, 1.0, "Initial Step") 
        a4.Resolution = New MyVar(0.01, 0.01, "Resolution") 
        a4.StepSize = New MyVar(0.1, 1.0, "Step Size") 
        a4.stepfrac = New MyVar(0.01, 0.99, "Step Fraction") 
        a4.setNewParams() 
        a4.LogTransform = New MyVar(1.0, 1.0, "Log Transform") 
        MyAlgorithms.Add(a4) 
    End Sub 
    Public Sub Run(ByVal iSamples As Integer, ByVal sOutFile As String) 
        Dim oFile As New IO.StreamWriter(sOutFile + ".out") 
        Dim icount As Integer = 0 
        Dim iFileCount As Integer = 1 
        For i As Integer = 1 To iSamples 
            Form1.Message("Sample " + i.ToString + " of " + 
iSamples.ToString) 
            oFile.WriteLine("000 ITERATION " + i.ToString) 
            For j As Integer = 0 To MyAlgorithms.Count - 1 
                MyAlgorithms(j).SetVars() 
                oFile.WriteLine("001 Algorithm: " + 
MyAlgorithms(j).GetAlgorithmName) 
                Dim aVar As List(Of MyVar) = MyAlgorithms(j).GetVars 
                For k As Integer = 0 To aVar.Count - 1 
                    oFile.WriteLine("002 Var: " + aVar(k).WriteLine) 
                Next 
                oFile.WriteLine("003 TOTAL ITERATIONS: " + 
MyAlgorithms(j).GetTotalSolution(MyFiles).ToString) 
            Next 
            'This it to prevent one huge file if I'm running a million 
samples. 
            icount += 1 
            If icount = 2000 Then 
                oFile.Close() 
                oFile.Dispose() 
                oFile = New IO.StreamWriter(sOutFile + "_" + 
iFileCount.ToString + ".out") 
                icount = 0 
                iFileCount += 1 
            End If 
        Next 
        oFile.Close() 
        oFile.Dispose() 
    End Sub 
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End Class 

DataFile.vb 

DataFile.vb contains the iteration curves. It contains five functions: the constructor, GetIters, 

GetMaxDisp, and two versions of GetIterationLimit. The constructor reads a result file and interprets it 

for the program. GetIters calculates the approximate number of iterations required for convergence given 

a value of SRF. If the model did not converge at the SRF value, then GetIters returns the iteration ceiling. 

GetMaxDisp models the max displacement value given an SRF value. GetIterationLimit returns the 

iteration ceiling, either by looking it up in the input file, or by reading it from the iteration curve. 

 
Public Class DataFile 
    Public MyName As String 
    Public MyData As List(Of ResultEntry) 
 
    Public Sub New(ByVal sFile As String) 
        MyName = 
sFile.Split("\")(sFile.Split("\").GetUpperBound(0)).Split(".")(0) 
        MyData = New List(Of ResultEntry) 
 
        Dim iStream As New IO.StreamReader(sFile) 
        Dim i As Integer = 1 
        Dim sLine As String 
        Do While Not iStream.EndOfStream 
            sLine = iStream.ReadLine 
            If i >= 4 Then 
                MyData.Add(New ResultEntry(sLine)) 
            End If 
            i += 1 
        Loop 
        iStream.Close() 
        iStream.Dispose() 
    End Sub 
    Public Function GetIters(ByVal srf As Double) As Integer 
        If srf <= MyData(0).SRF Then Return MyData(0).NumberOfIterations 
        If srf >= MyData(MyData.Count - 1).SRF Then Return 
MyData(MyData.Count - 1).NumberOfIterations 
        'otherwise, we are between the min and max 
        For i As Integer = 0 To MyData.Count - 2 
            If srf >= MyData(i).SRF And srf < MyData(i + 1).SRF Then 
                Dim iOut As Integer = MyData(i).NumberOfIterations + ((srf - 
MyData(i).SRF) / (MyData(i + 1).SRF - MyData(i).SRF) * (MyData(i + 
1).NumberOfIterations - MyData(i).NumberOfIterations)) 
                Return iOut 
            End If 
        Next 
    End Function 
    Public Function GetMaxDisp(ByVal srf As Double) As Double 
        If srf <= MyData(0).SRF Then Return MyData(0).MaxDisplacement 
        If srf >= MyData(MyData.Count - 1).SRF Then Return 
MyData(MyData.Count - 1).MaxDisplacement 
        'otherwise, we are between the min and max 
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        For i As Integer = 0 To MyData.Count - 2 
            If srf >= MyData(i).SRF And srf < MyData(i + 1).SRF Then 
                Dim dOut As Double = MyData(i).MaxDisplacement + ((srf - 
MyData(i).SRF) / (MyData(i + 1).SRF - MyData(i).SRF) * (MyData(i + 
1).MaxDisplacement - MyData(i).MaxDisplacement)) 
                Return dOut 
            End If 
        Next 
    End Function 
    Public Function GetIterationLimit(ByVal sInputPath As String) As Integer 
        Dim iStream As New IO.StreamReader(sInputPath + "\" + MyName + 
".dat") 
        Dim i As Integer = 1 
        Dim iout As Integer = -1 
        Dim sLine As String 
        Do While Not iStream.EndOfStream 
            sLine = iStream.ReadLine 
            If i >= 4 Then 
                If sLine.Split(" ").GetUpperBound(0) = 1 Then 
                    iout = Integer.Parse(sLine.Split(" ")(1)) 
                    Exit Do 
                End If 
            End If 
            i += 1 
        Loop 
        iStream.Close() 
        iStream.Dispose() 
        Return iout 
    End Function 
    Public Function GetIterationLimit() As Integer 
        Return MyData(MyData.Count - 1).NumberOfIterations 
    End Function 
End Class 

 

ResultEntry.vb 

ResultEntry.vb is a container for values along the iteration curve. 

 
Public Class ResultEntry 
    Public SRF As Double 
    Public MaxDisplacement As Double 
    Public NumberOfIterations As Integer 
 
    Public Sub New(ByVal dSRF As Double, ByVal dDisp As Double, ByVal iIter 
As Integer) 
        SRF = dSRF : MaxDisplacement = dDisp : NumberOfIterations = iIter 
    End Sub 
    Public Sub New(ByVal sLine As String) 
        sLine = sLine.Trim 
        Dim sSep(0) As Char : sSep(0) = " " 
        SRF = Double.Parse(sLine.Split(sSep, 
StringSplitOptions.RemoveEmptyEntries)(0)) 
        MaxDisplacement = Double.Parse(sLine.Split(sSep, 
StringSplitOptions.RemoveEmptyEntries)(1)) 
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        NumberOfIterations = Integer.Parse(sLine.Split(sSep, 
StringSplitOptions.RemoveEmptyEntries)(2)) 
    End Sub 

End Class 

 

Algorithm.vb 

This class is the skeleton for each individual algorithm. Each algorithm contains the 

MustOverride functions.  GetAlgorithmName is an identifier that retrieves the individual algorithm name. 

GetSolution runs the algorithm on one scenario. GetVars returns the variable values used for each 

iteration. SetVars is then used to choose a new random variable value for each parameter. 

GetTotalSolution is defined only in the Algorithm class, and runs the GetSolution function on each 

scenario. 

 
Public MustInherit Class Algorithm 
 
    Public MustOverride Function GetAlgorithmName() As String 
    Protected MustOverride Function GetSolution(ByVal myFile As DataFile) As 
Integer 
    Public MustOverride Function GetVars() As List(Of MyVar) 
    Public MustOverride Sub SetVars() 
    Public Function GetTotalSolution(ByVal myFiles As List(Of DataFile)) As 
Integer 
        Dim iOut As Integer = 0 
        For i As Integer = 0 To myFiles.Count - 1 
            iOut += GetSolution(myFiles(i)) 
        Next 
        Return iOut 
    End Function 

End Class 

 

The individual algorithms are BisectionalAlgorithm.vb, WeightedBisectionalAlgorithm.vb, 

FarnsworthAlgorithmFunction.vb, and FarnsworthAlgorithmParam.vb. They are not explicitly defined in 

this appendix, but are available in Appendix D. 

 

MyVar.vb 

MyVar is the container for each optimizing parameter. SetVar is used to assign a new random 

value to the parameter. WriteLine is used to report the parameter value to the output files. 

 
Public Class MyVar 
    Public Min As Double 
    Public Max As Double 
    Public Value As Double 
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    Public Name As String 
 
    Public Sub New(ByVal dmin As Double, ByVal dmax As Double, ByVal sname As 
String) 
        Min = dmin 
        Max = dmax 
        Name = sname 
        SetVar() 
    End Sub 
 
    Public Sub SetVar() 
        Value = Min + Rnd() * (Max - Min) 
    End Sub 
    Public Function WriteLine() As String 
        Return Name + " = " + Value.ToString 
    End Function 

End Class 

 

Program Variations 

The program was modified to perform a One-Factor-at-a-Time analysis. Both the original Monte 

Carlo optimizer and the modified code are available in Appendix D. The code will not be listed in its 

entirety here, but the major changes to the code will be noted. The two most significant changes were in 

MasterData and Algorithm. MasterData was changed so that the Run Function performed a One-Factor-

at-a-Time analysis instead of a Monte Carlo Analysis. Algorithm’s GetTotalSolution function was altered 

to measure different objective functions beside the sum of the total iteration count among all scenarios. 

 

DataAnalyzer 

DataAnalyzer performs all functions associated with loading data to or retrieving data from the 

database. Specific functions of the program are to load data into the database from the 

SlopeAlgorithmOptimizer output files and to retrieve the parameter ranges that produce the top N-percent 

most efficient solutions. 
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APPENDIX C 

DATABASE SCHEMA FOR OPTIMIZATION CODE 

A Microsoft Access database was built to manage the data generated during Monte Carlo 

optimization. The tables below outline the database structure. 

 

Table C-1: Optimization database schema. 

Table: Algorithm 
Field Name Type Description 

ID Integer Unique number for each record 
AlgorithmName Text Name of each algorithm tested in the Monte Carlo simulations 
AlgorithmDescription Text Description of each algorithm 

 
Table: Batch 

Field Name Type Description 
ID Integer Unique number for each record 
BatchName Text Name of each batch of scenarios 
BatchDate Text Date each batch was processed 

 
Table: Iteration 

Field Name Type Description 
ID Integer Unique number for each record 
BatchID Integer Ties to the Batch.ID column. Batch for which the iteration applies 

AlgorithmID Integer Ties to the Algorithm.ID column. Algorithm for which the iteration 
applies 

IterationNumber Integer The Monte Carlo iteration number 

NumberOfEFIters Integer The sum of the total number of Finite Element iterations to model 
completion for all models 

 
Table: Vars 

Field Name Type Description 
ID Integer Unique number for each record 

IterationID Integer Ties to the Iteration.ID column. Iteration for which the parameter 
value applies 

VariableName Text Name of applicable parameter 
VariableValue Double The value of the applicable parameter 
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APPENDIX D 

SUPPLEMENTAL ELECTRONIC FILES 

Included in this research are the source files for the finite element slope stability software, the 

optimization software, and the data analysis software. Due to the requirement that no executable files be 

included in this thesis, some of the software may not function correctly when compiled. If errors are 

encountered, please contact Richard Farnsworth by obtaining his current contact information from the 

Colorado School of Mines Alumni Association to acquire the full file set used in development. Please see 

the list below for the files included in this appendix. 

 

BF SlopeAlgorithmOptimization Source code for the brute force implementation of 
the optimization software. 

SlopeAlgorithmOptimizer.sln

Main file for the optimization software, opened in 
Microsoft Visual Studio 2005. This file does not 
itself contain code, but directs Visual Studio to 
where the code is located 

SlopeAlgorithmOptimizer.zip

A compressed ZIP folder that contains all code for 
the optimization software. This folder must be 
extracted for SlopeAlgorithmOptimizer.sln to work 
correctly. All code is in visual basic. 

DataAnalyzer 
Source code for the data analyzer for the optimiz-
ation software. Designed for use with the Monte 
Carlo implementation of the optimization software. 

DataAnalyzer.sln

Main file for the data analyzer, opened in Microsoft 
Visual Studio 2005. This file does not itself contain 
code, but directs Visual Studio to where the code is 
located 

DataAnalyzer.zip

A compressed ZIP folder that contains all code for 
the data analyzer. This folder must be extracted for 
DataAnalyzer.sln to work correctly. All code is in 
visual basic. 

SampleDataBlank.mdb
A blank database that is used by DataAnalyzer to 
store and query optimization data. The file can be 
opened in Microsoft Access 2003. 

FORTRAN Software Source code for the finite element slope stability 
software. 

build.bat

An MS-DOS batch file that builds the library of 
commands used in the finite element slope stability 
code. Use of this file without alterations requires 
the G95 FORTRAN compiler. Also for this file to 
work as is, the library and build.bat must be placed 
in the folder C:\5th_ed. 
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library.zip

A compressed ZIP file that contains the source 
code for the library that is used by the finite 
element software. This file must be extracted and 
built using build.bat for the slope stability code to 
compile. 

p64.f03

A FORTRAN 2003 code for finite element slope 
stability analysis as included as program 6.4 in 
Smith et al., 2014. For the code to function, this file 
must be placed in C:\5th_ed\source\chap06\ 

p64_Bis.f03

A FORTRAN 2003 code for finite element slope 
stability analysis using the bisectional algorithm. 
For the code to function, this file must be placed in 
C:\5th_ed\source\chap06\ 

p64_Fga.f03

A FORTRAN 2003 code for finite element slope 
stability analysis using the FG-Adaptive algorithm. 
For the code to function, this file must be placed in 
C:\5th_ed\source\chap06\ 

p64_Wbs.f03

A FORTRAN 2003 code for finite element slope 
stability analysis using the weighted bisectional 
algorithm. For the code to function, this file must 
be placed in C:\5th_ed\source\chap06\ 

run5.bat

An MS-DOS batch file that compiles and executes 
the slope stability software. The syntax to operate 
run5.bat is as follows: 
> run5 [f03 file; no ext.] [input data file; no ext.] 

MC SlopeAlgorithmOptimization Source code for the Monte Carlo implementation of 
the optimization software. 

OriginalRanges.txt An ASCII file that contains the original ranges for 
the optimizing parameters. 

SlopeAlgorithmOptimizer.sln

Main file for the optimization software, opened in 
Microsoft Visual Studio 2005. This file does not 
itself contain code, but directs Visual Studio to 
where the code is located 

SlopeAlgorithmOptimizer.zip

A compressed ZIP folder that contains all code for 
the optimization software. This folder must be 
extracted for SlopeAlgorithmOptimizer.sln to work 
correctly. All code is in visual basic. 
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